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• Budget
Hutchinson proposes downsizing plan
By William R. Grasso
Staff writer
At a special Faculty Senate meet-
ing on Wednesday, University of
Maine President Fred Hutchinson
discussed his vision for the down-
sizing of the university in the com-
ing years.
Faced with budget cuts between
$3 and $7.5 million for the next few
years, Hutchinson said downsizing
the university is the only option for
dealing with these cuts. Hutchinson
stressed "the primary focus of any
cuts will be in increasing the quality
of what we .are doing."
Hutchinson's plan is to down-
size the university by at !east 5 per-
cent. This would include size of the
undergraduate student body, facul-
ty, administration and all other em-
ployees.
"These will be hard decisions."
Hutchinson said. "We must have a
planned reduction in size, and at the
same time, improve recruitment. The
quality of the students will be an
overriding criteria."
According to Hutchinson, stu-
dent tuition accounts for approxi-
mately 30 percent of university in-
come.
Hutchinson proposes to decrease
the size of the undergraduate stu-
dent body by at least 5 percent,
which would be accomplished by
President Fred Hutchinson and Faculty Senate President, Stephen Reiling. (Stevens photo.)
increasing entrance requirements.
Hutchinson pointed out UMaine is
developing a reputation for being "a
school that anyone can get into."
Several of the senate agreed.
"I'm convinced that one third of
our entering first-year students are
unprepared, unable, and unwilling
to do college level work," Associate
Professor of Mathematics Phil
Locke said.
"But we want to be particularly
aware of minorities," Hutchinson
said. "We must have special initia-
tives to help some of those people to
enter the university and compete."
lite university will also have to
offer fewer credit hours over the
next few years.
About 200 university employ-
ees will have to be laid off, accord-
ing to Hutchinson. About 85 per-
cent of the school's budget goes to
employee salaries, with the average
salary of all UMaine employees is
$35,000.
The cuts will be made acconaing
to the relative size of the respective
departments and services. Accord-
ing to Chick Raugh, executive di-
rector of business and finance, the
faculty make up 600 out of about
2500 university employees.
Hutchinson said approximately 50
positions, one quarter of the total,
will have to come from faculty.
Even tenured faculty positions
See DOWNSIZING
on page 6
• Student Government
New administration moves into office
New Student Government President Bill Reed and Vice-Presi-
dent Rich Aldrich. (Kiesow photo.)
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
Despite the chaotic transition
period, a new Student Government
administration has moved into of-
fice.
Bill Reed and Rich Aldrich now
occupy the president and vice-pres-
ident's office. On Tuesday night at
the General Student Senate meet-
ing, Reed and Aldnch were sworn
in as Student Government presi-
dent and vice-president. Their in-
auguration was postponed for over
three hours as senators debated
their decision made last week to
disqualify Collin Worster and An-
nie Allen as candidates for the same
positions.
Worster and Allen received the
most votes in last Tuesday's elec-
tion, but were disqualified by the
Fair Election Practices Commis-
sion. FEPC decided Worster and
Allen should have charged them-
selves $60 more for a campaign
video which would invalidate their
ticket since they then exceed the
$400 campaign expenditure maxi-
mum. GSS upheld that decision.
Reed and Aldrich received the
second highest number of votes
and won the election by default.
"The biggest reason that we
chose to accept the inauguration
going forward and to be sworn in
is that we had agreed to take this
responsibility if we received it and
regardless of how it happened, we
did receive it," Reed said.
Reed said he plans to pursue
his campaign proposals now that
he's in office.
"Our basic intent has not
changed at all, but we've got some
added challenges, but we want to
continue with the program that we
had set out with before," Reed
said. "We want to get more stu-
dents involved and we're going to
find ways to get information out to
students more effectively than in
the past.
"Of course, the big thing on the
horizon is the budget cuts; we want
to get as much information on the
current situation as possible. We
plan to go down to the Appropria-
tions Committee work sessions in
See ELECTION on page 6
• Hiring
Seardi begins
for interim
administrators
Search committees have
been formed to fill two posi-
tions—vice president for ac-
ademic affairs and vice pres-
ident for research and public
service.
Julia Watkins, interim vice
president for academic affairs,
oversees all academic aspects
at the University of Maine.
Included within that responsi-
bility includes budgeting,
changes in academic programs
(graduate and undergraduate),
all faculty matters and work-
ing with other UMaine Sys-
tem administrators to oversee
scheduling the Interactive
TeleVision (ITV) courses.
Additionally, Watkins
also oversees the academic
programs at the American
University of Bulgaria. Wat-
kins said that includes main-
taining a link between the two
campuses. Part of that link
includes overseeing an agree
ment giving the AUBG ac-
creditation for its programs.
Watkins also works with fac-
ulty from AUBG as part of
the agreement.
"It's a big job," Watkins
said.
A search committee is be-
ing formed to find a perma-
nent person for the position,
and Watkins said she is a can-
didate to fill the slot.
Although Watkins was re-
cently a candidate for the pro-
vost/vice president for aca-
demic affairs position at the
University of Central Flori-
da, she said she has declined
other outside offers.
Judith Bailey, interim vice
president for research and
public service, overseas the
university's research and
public service components of
the university.
Bailey helps to form poli-
cy, plans and administers the
research and public service
programs throughout the
state.
Bailey oversees the
UMaine Cooperative Exten-
sion, the Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station and the
Office of Research and Spon-
sored Programs, as well as
other facilities.
A search committee has
also been formed to fill this
position. Bailey has ex-
pressed interest in assuming
the permanent position, ac-
cording to Kay Hyatt of Pub-
lic Affairs.
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WorldBriefs
• Dog saves Canadian boy
• British toddlers killers may have been children
• Men charged in African massacre acquitted
• Freedom
Imprisoned editor released in China
BEIJING (AP) — An ailing editor imprisoned during the 1989 crackdown on
pro-dernocracy activists was released on bail Thursday, the fourth dissident freed
this week by a government looking to improve its international image.
Despite the flurry of releases, the government denied that the moves have anything to
do with foreign policy.
Li Guiren, the 49-year-old deputy editor-in-chief of the Shaanxi Huayue Publishing
House, was released more than a year before his five-year term was to have ended, the
official Xinhua News Agency reported.
The report said he was freed because of a heart ailment he suffered before entering prison.
It was not clear whether Li would return to prison after treatment, as has happened in other cases.
Although Xinhua said prison authorities gave Li "constant medical treatment," the
human rights group Asia Watch said in September that the government was ignoring
international appeals to properly treat Li.
Asia Watch said at the time that he could no longer walk and had lost between 25 and
40 pounds.
On Wednesday, the government paroled two student leaders of the 1989 protests —
Wang Dan, who was No. 1 on the list of most wanted students after the movement was
crushed, and Guo Haifeng.
It also released a Catholic priest from Shanghai. Two other prominent dissidents have
been set free in the past month.
The most recent releases come as the International Olympic Committee is to inspect
Beijing, which is bidding for the 2000 Summer Games. Beijing is doing its utmost to win
the games, from massive road improvement projects to a contest to select a Mr. and Miss
Beijing to help welcome the inspection team.
• Goodwill
Muscovites send message
of friendship to US
3
 
MOSCOW (Al') — Young Muscovites crowded
around a 12-foot-tall greeting card on snow-covered
Red Square to write friendship messages to the
United States on Thursday.
One hand-scrawled note, apparently addressed to Pres-
ident Clinton, said in Russian: "Billy, come visit us and eat
our dumplings."
"I want a car and to live in America," read another,
helpfully providing a Moscow telephone number.
Another, in broken English: "Helloy, Amerika. I'm
Russian student. I want peace."
The giant card, sent from the United States and coordi-
nated with the United Nations, was hand-painted by 400
artists. Covered by a canopy designed like a globe, the card
features drawings of St. Basil's Cathedral, the Eiffel Tower,
the Statue of Liberty and other international landmarks.
• Death
Police investigate death
of London toddler
4
 
LONDON (AP) — As police investigate the
murder of a 2-year-old boy whose abduction was
videotaped by a security camera, Britain is reeling
from the likelihood the killers may themselves be children.
The boy, James Bulger, was filmed walking away with
two boys about 10 to 14, and late Wednesday police
pursued a report that the same youths tried to kidnap
another toddler a short time earlier.
"The police say they have not ruled out the possibility
that James was killed just for kicks And the reality of this
horrific statement is that we accept it's conceivable," Col-
umnist Lynda Lee-Potter wrote in the Daily Mail.
A mother told police in northwestern England that two
boys matching the descriptions of those sought in James'
death tried to lure away her 2-year-old son in the same
shopping mall about an hour before.
"I must be the luckiest woman alive," the woman was
quoted as saying in a statement released by police. "It is
very frightening to think that what happened to James could
have happened to my own child."
The mother, who was not identified by police, said she
saw the two boys talking to her son on Friday in the
Strand Shopping Center in Bootle, 170 miles northwest
of London.
2 U The Maine
• Deaths
Haitian ferryboat sinks during storm
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — An overloaded ferryboat sank during a2 rainstorm off southern Haiti, and hundreds of passengers were missing and feared
dead, officials and survivors reported Thursday.
The U.S. Coast Guard said 800 tickets were sold. But the skipper said as many as I ,5(X) people
\\ ere packed onto the ferry Neptune for a domestic overnight crossing from the southern port of
leremie to the capital when it went down early Wednesday about 60 miles west of Port-au-Prince,
By this morning, fewer than 100 survivors had been reported.
The Coast Guard said bodies and survivors had washed up on the beaches of Miragoane
and Petit Goave, and two Haitian navy ships were searching for survivors offshore.
Communications are notoriously bad outside of the capital, and it took more than a day
for reports of the sinking to emerge.
Relatives of those aboard traveled today to the coastal site of the sinking to wait for news
that their loved ones survived.
Destina Monvosier, a seamstress from Port-au-Prince, said her brother and a cousin were
aboard the Neptune when it pulled out late Tuesday from Jeremie, a port city 180 miles to the west.
Momrosier, 42, said she had taken the boat several times, usually with 500 to 600 other
passengers, but that as many as 1,500 probably could fit aboard.
"It's generally overloaded," she told The Associated Press. "It sways from side to side
with people standing, sitting, even up on the roof."
Skipper Benjamin Sinclair said as many as 1,500 people were aboard, but military
authorities in Jeremie earlier estimated 2,000 were on the ship.
There were heavy rains during the trip, and Sinclair said passengers panicked, causing
the ferry to capsize. Military authorities in Jeremie, speaking on condition of anonymity,
said one of the upper decks of the vessel had collapsed.
0.10P.
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• Murder charges
Five men acquitted,
ANC denounces verdict
5 JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — TheAfrican National Congress denounced Thursday the
acquittal of five men charged in the massacre of 28
blacks and said it suspected police involvement in the crime.
"There is a strong likelihood that policemen actually
participated in the massacre," the country's main black
group said.
In a ruling Wednesday, a judge blamed poor police work
and unreliable witnesses for his failure to convict anyone in
the May 1991 massacre in the Swanieville squatter camp
west of Johannesburg.
The ANC said the killers were members of the rival
Inkatha Freedom Party who lived in a nearby workers'
hostel.
The judge said it was "scandal" that more men were not
charged in the killings, which heightened tensions between
the ANC and the government.
1
• Rescue
Dog protects child,
leads him to safety
MIDLAND, Ontario (AP) — A three-year-old6 boy who wandered a half mile from home in the cold
— apparently wanting to visit his mother and new-
born sister— was rescued by a dog who kept the child warm
and led him to safety.
Police called the six
-year-old Alsation shepherd a hero.
"It's isolated, it is a rural area. Had he wandered in the
bush, it could have been a whole different scenario," said
Midland police officer Kirk Wood.
The boy's mother, who gave birth Saturday, was at a hospital
25 miles away and his father was sleeping in when the three-year-
old decided to head out by himself on Tuesday morning.
"The young lad got up and figured 'Oh well, I'm going
to visit mom and the new baby," ' said Wood.
Samantha the dog came across the shivering child on a
road near Georgian Bay. The child was dressed in sweat
pants, a T-shirt and an unzipped jacket.
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• Reorganization
Women's Center reactivates student group
-se
Michelle Fokos (left to right), Pamela Feeney, and Kelly Deane at a Women's
Center meeting Wednesday. (Stevens photo.)
By Wendy E. Copson
Staff Writer
With purpose and aplomb the long await-
ed Women's Center has been reactivated.
Approved formally by Student Govern-
ment, the Women's Center has launched an
innovated approach to student group orga-
nization.
According to Michelle Fokos, an ap-
plied sociology major, the group is non-
hierarchal, basing its decisions on discus-
sion and consensus. Members are called
contact people. Fokos has been given the
checkbook to balance. The group decided
by consensus to give her that responsibility.
As part of the ongoing organization of
the group, the former constitution of 1981 is
being revised.
Cheryl Daly, associate dean of the mul-
ticultural affairs program, is ihe group's
advisor. A mailbox is maintained at her
office for the group and messages can be left
there for the Women's Center.
Women's Center meetings are held on
Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m. in the quiet of
Drumond Chapel at the Memorial Union.
Fokos emphasizes their meetings are infor-
mal.
The Women's Center is open to men
also, in fact, according to Fokos, a man came
to last week's meeting and provided valu-
able input.
The group's purpose is to educate, em-
power and activate the University of Maine
community on women's issues. The pur-
pose statement says personal issues become
political when the focus is social, physical,
spiritual or emotional. It tells students to feel
free to bring music, poetry, affirmations,
newsletters and friends to the meetings.
Discussion at Wednesday's meeting
ranged from the implications of being a
feminist to favorite television programs such
as Northern Exposure and Designing Wom-
an and the underlying values they portray.
The group discussed how feminists are
often stereotyped. Not all feminists are rad-
ical but there is value in being radical
"The reason you're in this University is
because of feminists, the reason you can
vote is because of feminists," said Pamela
Feeney, a bachelor of university studies
student. "A component of radical feminism
is a need for fundamental change."
On Wednesday, March 3 the Women's
Center will hold an open house in the Pea-
body Lounge, Memorial Union at 7:00 p.m.
to acquaint the student body with their orga-
nization. Jennifer Murray, a former UMaine
student and peer educator will be a guest
speaker. Among other things, she will dis-
**Winter Tune-up Special**
$19.99
*Only at Rose Bike
*Only with this Coupon
This Tune-up includes: Adjusted derailleurs,
brakes and bearings; True wheels; and a
cleaning of the drive train and frame.
Cupon Expires 2/28/93
1
Rose Bike
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
cuss the legal and emotional concerns of after women," said Kathleen Worcester, a
pregnancy testing done at health facilities, freshman and contact person of the group.
During women's history week, March 22 One idea for women's history week was for
through April 2, the Women's Center will set everyone to bring in their favorite women her-
up tables at the Memorial Union. Some of the oine whether she was well known according to
issues the tables wish to address include the history or not. Many woman heroines were not
unsung woman heroines of the past.
"There are no national holidays named See WOMEN on page 6
Live On The Edge.
Push yourself to the brink of your mental
and physical limits, two days a month and two
weeks a year. Serve with the Army National
Guard elite in an Adventure Training Unit. And
put it all on the line for the thrill of a lifetime.
To find out more, call your local Maine
Army National Guard recruiter.
MAINE
A
942-7667
1-800-462-3101
ericans At neir Best
The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
been bubbling, only recently have people
started to recognize the inventor of the
electronic computer.
In a 1973 court case in which Honeywell
refused to pay royalties for manufacturing
computers, a judge ruled that Dr. John Atona-
soff, a former Iowa State physicist, had actual-
ly invented the first all-electronic computer.
Before the decision, and even after, J.
Presper's and John Mauchly's 30-ton com-
puter, ENIAC, introduced in 1945, had
been considered to be the first all-elec-
tronic computer.
Atanasoff, Kane said, invited Mauchly
to visit him for a week, when he showed
him an all-electronic computer he had built
to solve 29 equations simultaneously.
"Atanasoff freely exposed all of his
ideas and his test circuits to Mauchly, who
never gave him credit," Kane said.
Atanasoff s computer, according to
Kane, was completed in 1941.
But even though Eckert and Mauchly's
computer wasn't the first all-electronic com-
puter, it was the first programmable com-
puter, Kane said.
" A tanasofr s computer wasn't program-
mable. It would only do one thing: solve
simultaneous equations," Kane said. "The
ENIAC could be programmed by plugs and
wires."
Polls show
support for
Clinton's plan
(AP)Two surveys taken immediately
after President Clinton's address to Con-
gress found viewers strongly supported his
economic plan.
Of 514 people who saw the speech, 79
percent favored the plan, with 62 percent
supporting the proposals enthusiastically,
according to a Gallup poll done for CNN
and USA Today. The margin of error was
plus or minus 5 points.
It said 16 percent opposed the plan The
remaining 5 percent had no opinion.
An ABC-Washington Post survey found
74 percent of the people who had watched
the speech approved of most of Clinton's
proposals. Eighteen percent disapproved, 6
percent had mixed feelings and 2 percent
had no opinion.
Fifty-three percent of viewers in the
ABC-Post poll said they thought the presi-
dent's proposals would not help their own
financial situation.
Eight percent said they thought it would
help them a great deal, 11 percent said a
good amount and 26 percent said just a little.
Two percent had no opinion.
• Native American relations
Penobscot Nation
hopes for new policies
By Alex Kuli
staff Writer
After 12 years of Reagan-Bush, Gover-
nor Jerry Pardilla of the Penobscot Indian
Nation looks forward to the Clinton Admin-
istration with hopes for positive change in
he federal government's policy toward
American Indians.
"It's not only a new administration, but a
new party and a new outlook," Pardilla said. "I
hold a guarded optimism that change will take
place which will improve our communities."
In order to sound out the waters of the
new administration, Gov. Pardilla will trav-
el to Washington, D.C. to attend Impact
Week, a convention of representatives from
Indian tribes across the nation next week.
According to Gov. Pardilla, the main
purpose of Impact Week will be to "join
with the other tribes and lobby for strength-
ening our governments, making direct ap-
peals for the federal government to honor
the treaties they made with the tribes."
Pardilla would also urge Clinton to use
executive orders to "recognize Indian tribes
as governments and conduct his relation-
ships accordingly."
Gov. Pardilla balks at the Penobscots'
, itrrent swot, .1, .1 municipal government.
"First and foremost, we're an Indian tribe
How many municipalities were here in 1491 .'
How many municipalities have signed trea-
ties with the State of Maine?
"We're not a municipality, we're not an
ethnic group, we're a people. And the Un
ed States must deal with us on a goN,:,,
ment-to-government basis."
Gov. Pardilla will also press for funds
the Penobscots are entitled to and eligible
for, as per their agreements with the federal
and state governments.
"I am the head of a state and I have the
same concerns as a governor. I need funding
not of a town manager," he said.
Ann Pardilla, the Penobscots' lieutenant
governor from 1986-88 and the current gov-
ernor's mother, said under Reagan and Bush.
"We had to fight hard to get whatever we
needed — not wanted, needed." She said
keeping the Penobscot school open is a
continuing battle. "We still don't have things
that schools elsewhere take for granted."
Gov. Pardilla said "I would have to be
naive to think that something dramatic is
going to happen" as a result of Impact Week
or the new administration. He said these
issues will remain "a cornerstone of discus-
sion" and will pose "a challenge to the honor
of the United States."
Take-Out Service
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• Computer seminar
Competition growing for patents
By Ryan Robbins
Staff Writer
Patents are in constant jeopardy, and
the computer industry knows this all too
well, a patent lawyer said Monday after-
noon at a computer science department
seminar at 130 Barrows Hall.
"One thing about U.S. patents is that
they are in constant jeopardy. Anyone who
wants to challenge a patent can do so," Dan
Kane, a Bar Harbor patent attorney said.
The seminar was put on by Kane, who
practiced patent law in Silicon Valley, Calif.,
from 1967 to 1972 before coming to Maine,
where he has been practicing since 1978.
Kane said in summer 1990 the computer
industry was shocked to learn the U.S. patent
and trademark office awarded a patent for the
micmprocessor to Gilbert Hyatt. In 1974 Mar-
clan Hoff Jr., Stanley Mawr and Federico
Faggin, employees of Intel Corp., had been
awarded a patent for the mic,oprocessor.
"As technology gets more developed, it
gets more crowded," Kane said. "Smaller
and smaller advances are getting to be
more and more difficult to make."
Kane said it is easier to distinguish who
has done what when there are big changes
involved, but the evolution of the computer
industry has been so rapid it's difficult to
keep track of who's doing what.
Hyatt was awarded his patent after he
proved he had developed the microproces-
sor in his living room in 1968. In that same
year Hyatt had founded his own computer
company, Micro Computer, which was fi-
nanced in part by Intel.
Kane said Hyatt applied fora patent, but
its issuance was delayed for 20 years. Hyatt
went through seven continuations and two
rejections before taking his case to a U.S.
Court of Appeals.
"Apparently the patent office makes
mistakes," Kane said. He said one of the
criteria for a product to be awarded a patent
is "non-obviousness."
"Even if an invention is new, it must be
an advance beyond what has taken place
before," he said. He said an invention can't
be obvious to a person in a particular field
if it's worthy of a patent.
"Now, you can imagine that judgment
of non-obviousness can have an element
of subjectivity to it. But it is one of the
criteria that must be meant for a valid
patent," he said.
When Hyatt's patent was announced,
many industry analysts thought it would be
challenged. For years manufacturers had
been paying royalties to Intel. Patents last
17 years, so instead of manufacturers stop-
ping royalty payments in 1991, manufac-
turers have had to turn around to pay Hyatt.
So far no one has challenged Hyatt's
patent, Kane said, because Hyatt is charging
a low enough royalty fee so nobody will
care. The average royalty fee is 5 percent of
sales, he said. Hyatt is charging less than
that.
While the recent controversy over who
actually invented the microprocessor has
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• Socialist
-Marxist
Journalism professors discuss Tanzanian experience
By Margaret Rogers
Staff Writer
Working as educators, journalists and
tourists during their experience in Tanzania,
Paul Grosswiler and Marie Tessier were
able to give a media presentation, as well as
provide some cultural insights.
After a brief introduction by Michael
Howard, professor of philosophy, journal-
ism and mass communication educators
Grosswiler and Tessier gave a presentation
on the emerging private media in socialist
Tanzania at yesterday's Socialist-Marxist
Luncheon Series in the Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Grosswiler and Tessier, who are mar-
ried, traveled to Tanzania last summer to
research how its journalists view the media.
Tanzania has no television station system
and newspapers are its only media.
Tanzania, they thought, would be a good
model to study for a third-world country. It,
like most third-world countries, uses devel-
opmental journalism, which tries to provoke
political and economic reform.
At the time of their trip, Tanzania had
just undergone a major political change:
front being a long-time one-party African
Socialist government to a government which
openly allows the opposition of political
parties. Despite political upheaval there has
been no violent revolution, in the borders.
"It's an extremely peaceful culture. I "It was quite ingenious," Tessier said of
don't think I ever heard anyone raising their the provisions. "The CCM (Chama Cha
voice," Tessier said. Mapinduzi- the ruling party of Tanzania)
She described how Tanzanians would have to cooperate in order to have power.
rather peacefully negotiate when trying to It's a way to avoid a lot of political strife and
solve conflicts, than raise their voices or it seems to be working."
become violent. Although confrontations haven't risen
"We came away with a clear
impression that (people thought)
socialism was no good..."
Professor Marie Tessier
In July 1992 the parties began to orga-
nize, she said.
"It took almost two months and they still
must seek permission from the government
to operate legally," she said.
According to Tessier, the Tanzanian
government required three key provisions
for groups wanting to be legally recognized:
I. Every party must have representatives
from all parts of the country.
2. Every party has to be multi-religious.
3. The parties must not advocate changes
to the surface, there are many underlying
tensions, such as those between Christians
and Muslims.
"I sensed a very strong tabu about talk-
ing openly about conflict. Muslims would
whisper to me that Christians do favors for
other Christians. Christians would say Mus-
lims spend too much time studying the To-
rah, and that's why they haven't risen to
power," Tessier said.
Grosswiler's research of Tanzanian media
included interviewing such people as: private
newspaper journalists, ministries of informa-
tion (they put out the news), journalism stu-
dents and journalism teachers. Although his
research analysis is still in the preliminary
stages. Grosswiler spotted a few trends.
"The private media journalists agreed
that there was nothing good under the public
media system," he said.
On the other hand, there are many charg-
es by the government that the private press
is watering down people with sensational-
ism. The general consensus by those outside
of government was that the private press
should make sure voters know what the
government is doing, he said.
"We came away with a clear impression
that (people thought) socidism was no good,
and that capitalism and free press were the
way to go," Tessier said.
Despite a fairly high literacy rate of 60-
70 percent, newspapers are basically an elite
medium, Grosswiler said. This is partially
due to a poor transportation system which
can't circulate the newspaper very far out-
side of the city.
Grosswiler pointed out that Swahili,
Tanzania's national language, is gender free,
but ironically women are oppressed in the
culture.
One of the ways they rebel against this
oppression, Tessier said, is to wear brightly-
colored suggestive clothing.
• Career experience
Internships are available in Women's Studies
By INendy Fox
Volunteer Writer
Internship experiences in women's stud-
ies were discussed by panelists at the Wom-
en in the Curriculum lecture on Wednesday.
Spruce Run, a non-profit organization,
provides services for battered and abused
women and welcomes interns.
"There's always something to do from
maintaining the building to helping make
sure the donations we receive go to the right
places," said Sue Bradford, a Spruce Run
community response program representative.
Located in Bangor, Ellsworth and Milli -
nocket, Spruce Run offers interns training
and placement. After the 40-hour training
course, most interns start on the 24-hour
hotline.
"We try to tailor internships to students
needs and likes," Bradford said.
Rori Knott, a senior German major, said
she felt her experience as an intern at Spruce
Run was rewarding and she currently works
there part time.
During her internship, Knott said she
was required to keep a journal , do back-
ground readings and meet with her adviser
to discuss progress. At the end of the semes-
ter a final paper was due.
"It was frustrating and hard at times but I
continue to do it because I learned the impor-
tance of repowering women," Knott said.
Rape Response Services is another orga-
nization which trains interns with a 40-hour
program. Latona Torrey. a senior social
work major and intern, said the training
session was beneficial.
"The training session was as valuable as
a college course for me,- Torrey said.
Rape Response offers a 24-hour hotline
to anyone who is a victim of sexual assault.
Torrey said because 98 percent of the callers
are women, most hotline workers are fe-
males. She said Rape Response's newest
service is working with Eastern Maine Med-
ical Center. This service involves doctors
and nurses contacting a Rape Response rep-
resentative before gathering evidence from
the victim.
"We are trained to take rape victims
through the evidence gathering stage step by
step," Torrey said.
"Before interning, I felt like I never mea-
sured up. Now I have a niche- who I am as
a woman and my experience fits. I feel like
I'm making an impact," she said.
Heather Lee. a junior political science
major, was an intern at the Washington
Center in Washington ,D.C. Lee said her
motivation for an internship in women's
studies was because there are no women in
the faculty of the political science depart-
ment at the University of Maine.
"Women need role models. Someday I
hope to make a difference as a political
science professor," Lee said.
Lee worked for the Fund for Feminist
Majority and some of her experiences in-
cluded helping prepare for press conferenc-
es, working for a sexual harassment hotline,
rallying with the National Organization for
Women and researching equality in state
legislatures.
"Before this I never lived out of Maine.
The foreign environment was completely
terrifying at first," Lee said.
In the future, Lee hopes to be accepted as
an exchange student in Sweden.
Senior Bash!
79 more days 'til graduation
at the Oronoka
Friday night 9-1 am
Buses running from TKE
to PI PH1 to 7-11 all night.
$3 tickets at the door.
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Student Senate election from page 1
Augusta and we want student input on
that," Reed said.
Reed also wants to form a task force to
examine the office of Judicial Affairs.
After attending one meeting as a member
of the Student Conduct Code Committee,
Reed questioned some of Judicial Af-
fairs' actions.
Aldrich said he wants to work on GSS'
current structure and reorganize the sena-
tors through committee reappointments.
Reed and Aldrich will have a legal
action to deal with soon. Worster and Allen
filed a suit against Student Government in
Penobscot County Superior Court this
week, challenging their disqualification.
A restraining order to stop Reed and
Aldrich's inauguration was denied on
Tuesday. A hearing will be held soon on
an injunction filed against Worster and
Allen's disqualification.
"We feel that FEPC and GSS are in
violation of their own rules in disqualify-
ing our ticket," Worster said.
Worster said they are suing for their
positions in Student Government and pos-
sibly court costs.
"I'm concerned that the best opportu-
nity for students for representation is in a
position to be made less effective," Reed
said. "Student Government is supposed
to represent the students to state govern-
ment, the Board of Trustees, Chancellor
Woodbury, administration, etc. The prob-
lem is that any doubt this leaves with state
legislators will make Student Govern-
ment less effective in providing the stu-
dents' voice."
• Medicine
Drug stops AIDS
i
 virus
reproduction n test tube
NEVs YORK (AP) — Scientists said today
that a novel. three-drug combination devised by
a graduate student stopped the AIDS virus from
reproducing in the test tube. Now the question is
whether it can work in the human body.
"It would be foolish to underestimate the
opposition," commented Dr. Douglas Rich-
man of the University of California at San
Diego. "But it's certainly an exciting and
reanable hypothesis and it merits testing."
The suategy was devised by Yung-Kang
Chow, a 31-year-old at Harvard Medical
School who is doing his thesis under the
direction of Dr. Martin Hirsch.
They used the standard AIDS drugs AZT
and diueoxyinosine, also called ddl, and a
third compound called pyridinone. The three
drugs were chosen to counter the AIDS virus'
ability to evolve and become resistant to
individual drugs.
Meet fascinating peop
Do exciting t
-Make*bitz bucks.
See \ our name ill this paper.
Eternal flani'e guaranteed.
Some of these promises are true - to find out which ones, call
City Editor Kim Dineen at 581-127001 Volunteer Coordinator
Shannon Judd at 581-3061 to start your staff or volunteer writing
career.
The Maine Campus:
k good thing to do and the right way to do it.
Women's Center from page:
included in history books for a long time.
Mentioning the film A League of Their
Own, Worcester told the group a the film is
based on a true account of a successful
baseball team. As the story goes, a woman
pitcher was once brought on to pitch to Babe
Ruth as a 'cutsy' kind of act and she pro-
ceeded to strike him out.
On March 25 the group will bring Ani
Difranco, a 21 year old politically active
folk singer to the Damn Yankee. Excited
about bringing her here to sing, Fokos said
bringsehyveroinmtoeno,usrcgennteractixopecn.
she is an amazing performer and her age
ts they will
be co-sponsoring activities with other wom-
en's groups on campus such as the National
Organization for Woman and National Abor-
tion Rights Action League. A goal among
all the groups is to get younger students
involved. Often groups disappear because
students graduate.
Downsizing from page I
can be cut if the programs they teach are
eliminated. Faculty members were concerned
certain programs that are not offered at any
other campus may be cut.
They were also worried programs dropped
by this campus may be picked up by others,
making it impossible to bring those programs
back in the future due to budget limitations.
Hutchinson said they were risks the school
has to take.
Hutchinson assured the Senate cuts would
also be made in the administration. He point-
ed out that over the past three years adminis-
trative employees have been downsized by 20
percent already.
"There will be no sacred cows," Hutchin-
son said. "Administration will be downsized
more, I promise."
Hutchinson also proposed the closing of
University College. While University Col-
lege accounts for about 10 percent of UM aine ' s
credit hours, Hutchinson said a savings of
about $400,000 would result if the bulk of its
services were moved out of Bangor and onto
campus. Hutchinson said the Orono campus
has the space for the extra classes and office
space.
Fewer football scholarships will be of-
feted, from 64 down to 40. Hutchinson said
this could save the university about $400,000
and still allow the team to be competitive and
stay in the league.
Other possible cuts Hutchinson said will
be looked at closely will include a possible
increase in graduate tuition, and the possible
closing of lir:Cooperative Extension Service,
experiment stations and the Academic Out-
reach programs.
Hutchinson said conceptual meetings w ill
be held through February, and criteria and
priorities will be prepared around March 15.
He expects a comprehensive plan some time
in may. Hutchinson stressed he doesn't ex-
pect deans to eliminate positions immediate-
ly, but over the next two or three years.
"You shouldn't be paying me or the vice
presidents if you don't have confidence in u.s to
draw up a first draft on this," Hutchinson said.
Neville Hall Film Series
Double Feature Friday Night
%ATI PI TR 1•'s Tiff. ,af.C•IN., (IF LIFF.
GR•11•11 klAlk‘ Ink% CLOS F.
TERRI (Mit MN ERN IMF NNE%
WIIINE1 Par. XV •• Ont/KTOW
• 7 -31In
TFITRI AWES • AIVEILMI. SELMA'
11-14112.4-
& Cartoons
Friday, February 19, 1993
101 Neville Hall Starting at 6:30
2 Movies 50C w/ UMaine Student I.D.
$3 General Public
Co-sponsors:
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Arts
• Preview
Cut on
the tcwn
An oboist's informance
Saturday at Lord Hall
A combination lecture and recital will
be held as an oboe "infonnance" this Sat-
urday.
Louis Hall, University of Maine oboist
and professor of music, will present the
program of information and demonstra-
tion at 8 p.m. in the Lord Recital Hall.
Hall will explain how the oboe works.
how reeds are made and also will perform
with several accompanists, including pia-
nist Lillian Garwood.
The musical portion of the program
will include selections from Moyse, Ja-
cob, Teleman and Schumann.
1/
Oboist and UMaine Music Professor
Louis Hall will perform and inform.
(File photo.)
Live from the MCA, it's
Tuesday Night
"Saturday Night Live- comedian Adam
Sandler will be his ad of impersonations to the
Maine Center tOr the Arts on Tumiay, Feb. 23.
The performance, which begins at 7
p.m., will include Sandler's bes'-known
characters of Hector "Macho- Comacho,
Peter Brady, A xl Rose, and "Cajum Man.'
Steve Harty, a Boston-based comedi-
an, will be the opening act for the night of
stand-up comedy.
'Saturday Night Live' comic Adam
Sandler brings his impersonations to
the MCA Tuesday night. (File photo.)
• A dare from Davis—read the book
• Gangsters and gatlin guns
• New art and communication magazine founded in Orono
• Arts Review
'Carmen' sang, danced and seduced
By Deanna L.
Partridge
Staff Writer
The Gypsy tempt-
ress, Carmen, sang,
danced and suductive-
ly beguiled her way into the hearts and minds
of opera-goers Wednesday night.
The New York City Opera National Com-
pany performed Bizet's famous 'Carmen' to
a sold-out Maine Center for the Arts, in a
three-hour, four act display of operatic skill
and dramatic flare.
The opera began with soldiers flirtatious-
ly harassing common women in 1820 Seville.
From there, women from the cigarette facto-
ry nearby come to tempt the tickle men while
on a break.
Then, we met Carmen.
Carmen. a spirited gypsy. enters the dirty
street and proceeds to entrance all the men
ss ith her dance and flirtatious Habanera song.
All the men hut one that is, as the soldier Don
Jose sits quietly, polishing his sword.
Carmen. not the type to let even one
person escape from her attention, throws a
flower at Don Jose in jest.
Liter in the day. Carmen is arrested for
fighting in the factory and sentenced to pris-
on. Ironically enough, it is the quiet Don Jose
who is ordered to escort her to jail.
Denying all the while he has any. feelings
for Carmen. I hin Jose allow s himself to be
caught under Carmen's spell when she sings
the seductive Sequidilla. Out of love, Don
Jose helps her escape and is thus (ic [noted and
sentenced to prison for months.
Can nen' s life goes on and she falls in love
with a handsome bullfighter Escamillo, in a
sultry bar scene. Unbeknownst to Don Jose,
Carmen feels nothing for him when he re-
niris :o her :ifter being released and is only
Carmen flirts with the soldiers, making fun of love. (Kiesow photo.)
useful to her as a pawn among her gang of
smugglers.
Forced to desert his unit, Don Jose pledg-
es his love for Carmen and follows her into
the mountains. The love quickly sours and
Carmen continuous's prompts him to leave.
Somehow, and rather implausibly, the
pompously Escamillo shows up to invite
Carmen to a local bullfight. Don Jose, realiz-
ing he doesn't stand a chance, goes back to
See CARMEN on page 9
• Band review
Music, local and live with PsyLige
By I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer
Headlining Thursday Night at the Bear's
Den last week ss as the University of Maine's
Psylicye (sil-a-sit Band.
Drawing their unique sound from such var-
ied influences as Al Jolson, the Allman Brothers
Band and Jeff Beck, the Psylicye Band have
added an clement to the campus music scene
that has been absent for a long time.
"t 'Maine has a sad extracurricular scene,
1 can' t see why they pay us to play Lengyl
Gym w hen they know no one is going to
show up. We'd rather play illegal parties,-
Mark Pipes, bass player, said in reference to
the Jan. 30 Wmterfest.
Forming in (ktober of last year guitarist
Mike Saskor, drummer Sean Byrne, and
conga player Adam Strouse (all formerly of
Mystic Blues) met up v. ith guitarist Seth
Wecte. vocalist/harmonica player/saxophon-
ist Scott Lane and bass player Pipes.
Saskor, ss hose influences come from
modal blues and jazz greats such as Larry
Carlton and John McCloghlin. has been
playing guitar since his first year at
He and guitarist Seth NVeete. who draws his
sty le from blues greats such as Buddy Guy
and Eric Clapton, have developed together
this year with the help of the band's engine-
like rhythm section.
"I'd make a better crooner than a scream-
er,- Lane said. "But that probably comes from
the fact that my prex.ious singing expenence
was in the hack of the car on road trips."
The music generated by the Psy licye
Rand is mostly made up of up-tempo instru-
mentals rather than the use minute rock 'n
roll songs generally,' associated w ith college
musicians. Yet the tasteful blend of popular
music, obscure jazz numbers and vhdl Whi-
ten originals seems to please the large crowds
ss ho turn out regularly for show s.
"Musicians nerd to challenge themselves
for personal satisfaction,- Strouse said. "If
we never met the challenge, none of us
would find the opportunity to grow ."
"We enjoy musical exploration.- Saskor
said. "is ith that exploration comes a lot of
knowledge v. hich we have all been sharing
A ith one another. Its really the best ss ay to
learn and we ha. e definitels. all been learn-
ing a lot from each other
This seems to he the underlying theme of
the Psylicye Band - they aren't playing for
perks. There are no personal conflicts. All
members of the hand can he seen as tine
musicians w tio have taken full advantage of
the hand-situation they are in to make the most
of their abilities and grow from the experience.
"Sure, we do some popular songs but
because of the abilities of the musicians in
this hand we can do material that we nes er
would has e had the opportunity to do with
another band.- Pipes said. "It's fun for us to
see the crowd has mg fun"
"We play better when the cmud is hav-
ing a good time." Lane said, noting he feels
less self-conscious v. eanng his "hip- rayon
shirts and cowboy jackets on-stage_
The Psylicye Band agree they lost a lot of
time this semester trying to introduce new
elements into the hand which they could
have used to learn new songs. To remedy
this situation. they plan to zake some time off
and w rite some more originals and well as
work on new cover songs.
"There are a lot of protects ss e ss anted to
take up sy hich has e been on the hack burner
for a w hile,- Pipes said. "Now v. e has e the
chance to try some of them out.-
"We'd like to end the year with a hang,-
Saskor said.
NNW
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From the Bookshelf 
By Andrew Davis
Volunteer Writer
Our instinct—it's basic, savage, and un-
predictable--much like Torn Clancy's nov-
el, Patriot Games from Berkely Publishing.
Patriot Games is a novel about Jack
Ryan. a CIA analysist, former lieutenant in
the Marines and now a doctor of history. The
framework of all of Clancy's novels are
around Ryan's life and his involvement in
the CIA.
On a family trip to England. Jack acci-
dentally intervenes and successfully foils an
assassination attempt on the Royal High-
nesses, the Prince and Princess of Wales.
Clancy grabs the readers' attention by
placing this episode directly in the front of
the book. By no means does this quell the
suspense of the novel. The rest of the book
is used in creating suspense leading to the
climax of the revengeful Sean Miller. inter-
national terrorist of the Ulster Liberation
Army (an offshoot of the Irish Republican
Army) who escapes the police after being
successfully captured with Ryan's help—
hence the revenge factor.
As a writer myself, I can only read in awe
at the skill of Clancy as a novelist. His agility
at creating characters accurately is phenom-
enal. From the constable on the corner to the
Royal Family, he creates believable people
in realistic positions. He also uses several
powerful themes in his book. His use of
emotional value is high, as you imagine the
gratitude of a nation, the defensive instinct
of an attack on your family. and the fact it
occurs on American soil for the first time.
The latter fact enhances the whole novel:
there has neNer been a terrorist attack on
American soil.
At 503 pages, this is a whopper of a book
to swallow, and admittedly this took me
quite a while to finish. However at $5.99
(soft cover). I found this much more enjoy-
able even though I made myself finish the
book before seeing the movie by Paramount
Pictures. We all know the saying: "You
should read the book before you see the
movie." For the first time I did and it made
all the difference. I suppose it's the anticipa-
tion that still makes the whole movie excit-
ing even though you read the book first.
Patriot Games is in soft and hardcover and
can be found in most bookstores or can be
ordered.
If you like thrillers, mysteries, or cloak
and dagger themes. I recommend this book.
Clancy structures his books around "What
if?" scenarios. Situations like these make us
wonder, "What would happen if there was
an attack on American soil?" Even though I
enjoyed this book I have to mention it is a
little long in places. With 503 pages, some-
thing has to be a little excessive. Clancy also
likes to show progressive movement in the
story, and sometimes makes it boring until
you read far enough into it so that you make
the Qignificant connections. These parts and
these parts only, are the ones it may be
difficult to wade through. However, sus-
pense and characters can more than suffi-
ciently float you through the novel.
If you find you enjoy Clancy's novel,
you might like to read some of his other
books: The Hunt for Red October, Red Storm
Rising, The Cardinal of the Kremlin and
Clear and Present Danger.
Get the Picture 
By Brad Finch
Staff Writer
Who doesn t like gangster movies? I would
venture most of us are emotionally stirred by
stories of immigrant struggle and success —
so what if is on the "other" side of the law. The
streets of America are really paved with gold.
if you are willing to work real hard (and aren't
bad with ver fists or a gat).
We're looking
for a few good
escorts.
Would you like to:
meet new people?
do your part to make the campus safer?
work with a friend as a teammat.)
Sunday through Thursday from 7:00pm to 12:15am.
you can call Late Night Company at x1760 to
be escorted from anywhere on campus to
anywhere on campus (including fraternities).
In order to offer this service.
Late Night Company needs your help!
Because of the beeper system used, escort
teams of two females or one male and one female
can visit friends, study at the library.
or go anywhere on campus while on duty.
You can also pick the days that you want to work.
If you are interested in working as an escort,
stop in the R.O.C. office, third floor,
Memorial Union, or call x1760.
Miller's Crossing (1990, Dir. Joel Coen,
Starring - Albert Finney, Marcia Gay Hard-
en. arid Gabriel Byrne), has everything a
gangster movie should have—snappy dia-
logue, accents, strong characters, a love-
triangle, gun-play—and what this reviewer
wishes more movies of this genre were will-
ing to stock—substance.
Miller's Crossing offers a tale of secre-
cy. passion, and violence told with surpris-
ingly humorous style. The main characters
Leo (played by Albert Finney — Annie,
Scrooge)—a broadly Irish gangster-boss who
is "as cool in a spray of bullets as his is
vulnerable in the affairs of the heart." Iron-
ically enough. affairs of the heart that trigger
the action in Afiller 's Crossing. Leo is called
upon by a ambitious Italian gangster—John-
ny Caspar ( John Polito)--for permission to
rub out a petty thug—Bernie Bembaum (John
Turturro) who he suspects has been skim-
ming from his rackets. This is where the
affairs of the heart surface, this petty thug is
also the brother of Leo's one and only gun-
moll Verna Berbaum t Marcia Gay Harden).
Leo refuses, against the advice of his lieu-
tenant and advisor Tom (Gabriel Bryne).
Though Finney plays fantastically as the
gut-reaction racketeer, it is the cerebral Tom
around which the story revolves. When his
polite request is denied Casper blgi is an all
out mob-war which almost overnight erodes
Leo's crime empire. After a quarrel with
Leo. Tom defects over to the Casper gang --
with dire consequences. Certainly Casper is
hot to has e his rival's former aide-de-camp
on his team, but wants him to prove his
loyalty. He orders Tom to kill Bernie, in the
presence of witnesses. or he killed himself.
Affairs of the heart time—Torn is also
romantically involved with Verna, and is,
seemingly. torn about having to kill his love's
brother. While the film does contain a num-
ber of violent scenes, it is secondary to the
emotional and formal action between the
characters. The film is structured on some
satisfying plot twists, and certainly illumi-
nates some of the dark- corners of the pan-
orama of gangster myths. Two broken-
thumbs up for Miller's Crossing!
• Environmental theatre
Nature
makes a
good show
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Students who want to learn more about
current environmental issues can do so
easily, once a week, thanks to the Envi-
ronmental Theater.
The theater's films and live speakers,
usually presented in 101 Neville Hall at 7
p.m. on Tuesdays, deal with a wide vari-
ety of subjects, but always carry a central
environmental theme.
For example, a past film, "The Killing
of Chico Mendez," was about how a
rubber trapper's death heightened aware-
ness to Amazonian deforestation.
Other presentations include Dr. Seuss'
animated classic, "The Lorax," and "Pea-
cock's War," a documentary on Ameri-
can environmentalist Doug Peacock.
A7ter the film or speaker is finished,
the audience and the presenters have an
open discussion of the problems and is-
sues that were just shown.
According to Chris Maio, employee
of the University of Maine Waste Man-
agement program, one of this project's
co-sponsors, the Environmental Theater
began last semester, but only recently has
support and awareness begun to build.
"It took us a while to put all this
together and make it fly...it's rolling a
little faster now," Maio said.
The number of people who attend
each show is still small, averaging about
ten every week, Maio said.
UMaine's Comprehensive Fee Com-
mittee, the major source of funding for
the theater, has provided $800 this se-
mester to cover basic costs such as film
rentals and post-presentation coffee and
pastries.
Last semester, the committee helped
to debut the theater by giving them an
initial grant of $450.
The greater sum awarded to the the-
ater this semester was also used to pro-
duce posters advertising the theater,
which was a big step from last semester.
when the project had great diff culty
making itself known, Maio said.
Several university-related gioups.
such as the Student Environmental Ac-
tion Coalition, Multi-Cul tut al Affairs and
Maio's own group. Waste Not. are also
helping with the project as co-sponsors.
The main purpose of all of this, ac-
cording to Maio, is to teach interested
people facts about nature and the en'i-
ronmental movement they may not be
aware of, and to perhaps inspire them to
make a positive change in the general
public's view of environmentalism.
Maio said he also hopes the theater
will bring together both formed groups
like these and individuals who would
want to assist his group with some of
their future plans, such as an "Earth
Week" in April.
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By Bev Gabe
Staff Writer
The Judybats
My Beautiful Pain
With their third album, "Pain Makes You
Beautiful" The Judybats provide a welcome
change of pace from the mainstream. Using
a wide variety of styles and techniques, the
quintet from Knoxville, Tenn., showcase
their ability to defy complete description
and baffle the labelers.
Producer Kevin Moloney, whose credits
include U2 and Sinead O'Connor, worked
with the Judybats to focus their energies and
sharpen their talents while maintaining their
characteristic fun sound. Each song sounds
polished with each band member providing
their best performances. Jeff Heiskell's vo-
cals sound more direct, Ed Winter's guitars
round the curves with ease, Johnny Sughrue
adds more umph to his acoustic guitar and
backing vocals, Paul Noe and David Jenkins
team up to deliver the unique backdrop with
bass and drums.
The title track seems to characterize the
tone of the album. "Pain Makes You Beau-
tiful" is a track about the mutual pain in-
volved in relationships sometimes, Heiskell
describes it as a, "romantic song about S&M."
With its gentle lines and back and forth
swing, the last thing you expect from it is
lyrics about a pleasure is pain/ pain is plea-
sure duo.
The Judybats were spawned from the
University of Tennesse where they did the
local scene toting influences from The Joy
Division to Joni Mitchell. Taking their mon-
iker from the puppet show Punch and Judy,
Headspins
o7'  
the foursome
quickly gained the attention of VIPs and
soon released a demo.
"Pain Makes You Beautiful" is the third
album from the Judybats, it marks a transi-
tion from good to better. Stay tuned for the
best.
Lulabox
Full Bleed
From the first strains of their college
chart hit "Ride On," Lulabox take the listen-
er into a world as surreal as a dip into the
Stillwater River in January.
Galloping ahead on a stead of throbbing
bass and tingly drums, vocalist Mary Cassi-
dy lulls us into submission as she sings the
violently beautiful bridge to "Ride On."
"I wanna see you dance/ I wanna see you
crawl/ I wanna see your face/Smashed
against the wall." Oh Mary, why are you so
mad?
Lulabox brings the listener along on a
sublime kind of trip into pleasure. Sounding
more like The Jesus and Mary Chain than
the early influences stated by Cassidy being
Bob Marley, Marc Bolan, and Marvin Gaye,
Lulabox combines the dark textures of
J&MC with the cinematic quality of plot to
produce their high quality output.
With cover art that portrays a bald wom-
an grasping her head with interlocked fin-
gers in a wash of red, Lulabox sets the tone
of their whole album. Each song is a new and
unexpected adventure. "Gift" takes you on a
happy ride through afterglow, "Ivory Hill"
Lulabox's lyrics are surreal, but not soothing. (File photo.)
is a sweet song with tender melodies, and
"Ride On" just kicks butt. Lulabox is a band
with a future.
In a cornucopia of images, Lulabox bom-
bards the audience into interest. Their name
was taken from an infamous Parisian pros-
titute, despite the extreme tightness of the
sound most of the elements of the album
were recorded at home in kitchens, and their
guitarist changes his strings as often as he
goes to the dentist. Lulabox is a study in
paradox as percussionist Stephen Ferrera
puts it, "you look at the waves and they're
really really beautiful. But, then, they have
the power to drown somebody. That's the
whole contrast we're trying to get."
Carmen from page 7
say goodbye to his dying mother.
The final act has Carmen showing up to
the bullfight and Don Jose confronting her,
still professing his love in a the beautiful
Flower Song.
Carmen screams at him that there is noth-
ing between them anymore and her heart be-
longs to Escamillo. Torn with grief and jealou-
sy, Don Jose stabs Carmen and then slumps
over her dead body as the curtains close.
The orchestra was polished in tone and
timing, providing unobtrusive accompaniment
in places and exciting foreshadowing in others.
A GOOD
SCHOLARSHIP
SEARCH
• can close the tuition gap
• can reduce loan indebtednes
• is TUITION AID
SERVICE
Our fee is low;
our service unexcelled!
For free information call
TUITION AID SERVICE
at (508) 433-9740,
or fill out below and send to
TAS, 36 Bancroft Street,
Pepperell, MA 01463
State
The singing was clear, fluid and demon-
strated mastery of octaves. However, the
performance was in French with supertitles
that showed sporadically what must have
been a simplified version of the lyrics.
The few places of dialogue were disap-
pointing. The French accents of some of the
performers were less than credible. Also,
Carmen sounded flat and monotone.
The dancing in the second scene, which
was supposed to be passionate and increasing
to frenzy, was skillfully done with pointed
toes and high kicks, but lost some of the
excitement in the translation.
The scenery for the four acts was realistic
as far as the polished stones were concerned
and gave the feel for a dusty, dirty 19th
Oscar Mayer
Big Bite or
Kirschner NC
Hot Dogs
2 for 99e
century Spain, but was too drab to look at for
three hours. Every scene was the same yel-
low-beige color.
The performance did justice to Bizet's
opera, but all in all was too long of a perfor-
mance to endure in one sitting, as was evident
by the massive rush to leave the theater. The
aprlause was enthusiastic but the audience
left surprisingly without presenting the per-
formers with a standing ovation.
Home of the
"Steal Deals"!
Busch,
Busch Light
12 pack cans
$5.59 +tax & deposit
Miller Lite, Miller Genuine Draft &
Miller Genuine Draft Light 12 pack cans
$6.99+..& deposit
Specials good from 2/1/93 through 2/28/93.
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• Publication
New magazine encourages expression through art
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
When Mike Timberlake was young, he
envisioned ways to start a business.
The first and crucial step would be to
come up with a name for his endeavor. He
would then build the company around that
name. Mike's in college now, and the pro-
cess has changed somewhat.
Timberlake is the editor of Spoonstyle,
the newest magazine to hit the University of
Maine's literary scene. But when articles
were being written for Spoonstyle issue #1,
the name was still not known.
Timberlake is the production manager
for The Maine Campus, and was doing de-
sign and layout for The Maine Campus
Magazine when he decided he could create
an arts magazine of his own, and enjoy the
process.
Mike Scott at The Association of Stu-
dent and Administrative Publications was a
major factor in getting the first issue out.
According to Timberlake, Scott said
he'd help out with equipment and funding.
Scott pushed Timberlake to go above and
beyond original concepts of the magazine.
"I always thought it would be good,"
Timberlake said, "but small, infrequent and
a lot more local."
Scott pushed Timber' ake to concentrate
on getting the first issue out, not worrying
about the long run.
A.S.A.P. paid for the printing, and pro-
vided equipment as did The Maine Campus.
Kristina Sigurdson, a high school friend
of Timberlake, took the responsibility of
Spoonstyle 's layout.
Timberlake's artistic roommates helped
with borders and incidental design, Public
Affairs wrote a press release about Spoon-
style and the English and art departments
provided places for submissions.
Timberlake felt students at the universi-
ty are only encouraged to write and "do" art
for a grade.
"That's not real life," he said.
"I look at Spoonstyle as a stepping stone
to someplace better," Timberlake said. "I
feel it's a benefit to the art and writing
community."
Mike Timberlake—a man and his spoon. His new magazine, Spoonstyle, was
started to help bring attention to local art and writing. (Concept by Wicken-
heiser, Photo illustration by Keisow.)
STODDER COMMONS
OPEN MON-FRI 9AM-8PM • SAT 11AM-8PM
ENHANCING YOUR CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE! OFFERING
CONVENIENT, ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY! WE WELCOME ANY SUGGESTIONS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.
PAY WITH CASH OR RECEIVE A 5% DISCOUNT FOR USING YOUR MAINECARD.
Special
Bowl o' Soup, 12 once can o' soda & small chips for $1.85
Feb 22
Mon.
Ientil
Soup
Feb 23 Feb 24
Tues. Wed.
Cream of
Celery
Feb 25 Feb 26
Thurs. Fri.
Split Pea Fish
Soup Chowder Barley
Premade Sandwiches!
AI&
The Division of Student Affairs, Un,vprsi.,,, of 1^.11a!ne
Timberlake wants to use Spoonstyle as a
means to explore ways people communi-
cate.
"I think that one of the things that makes
us human is that we try to communicate with
other humans," Timberlake said.
Currently, Spoonstyle focuses on poetry,
drawings and short stories, but Timberlake
doesn't want to limit the mediums pub-
lished.
Timberlake feels Spoonstyle fills a gap
left by the other arts-oriented magazines on
campus.
He said the Arts & Issues tends to take a
news approach to the news, and while The
Maine Review is a good concept, it's too
infrequent to meet local needs.
Timberlake hopes local artists and writers
leani about the real world through Spoonstyle.
"There's an enormous number of people
who write who don't know how to go about
getting published," he said.
For the first two issues, the Spoonstyle
staff has received about 50 submissions.
Timberlake has tried to include only quality
work, to increase the life of the magazine.
According to Timberlake, the paper is
only just starting out, so he is asking for
donations from various campus organiza-
tions. He would like to be totally self-suffi-
cient further down the road, so he is forced
to try to please the audience.
Timberlake looks forward to perhaps
sponsoring showings of locally-produced
videos, tape collections of local music, etc.
While this may not be part of the maga-
zine, Timberlake said, it's part of the con-
cept of helping local artists.
He plans for two more issues this year,
one directly after spring break and one in
April.
Submissions to Spoonstyle can be
dropped off at the English or art depart-
ments, the Ram's Horn, or mailed into P.O.
Box 574 in Orono.
Back to the name. How did Timberlake
come up with "Spoonstyle"?
"I guess I should finally answer this
question - give me a minute and I'll make
something up," Timberlake said. "It's howl
like to sleep with my girlfriend, and it's a
catchy name."
The Arts and Issues section of The Maine Campus is looking for
people interested in writing and reviewing—
• Art
• Dance
• Theatre
• Exhibits
• all sorts of other
good stuff
Perks include —
• Free tickets to shows
• Intelligent stuff to talk
about at parties
Contact Deanna Partridge at The Maine Campus
581-1270 & do it now.
The Maine Cc
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• Column
Right to life and death
Deanna L. Partridge
Earlier this month I suffered the loss of a dear and loyal friend
of mine. His name was Camus.
I had known Camas for almost three years. He was there when I
finished my first year of college, when I moved into my first apartment.
illimiL when I stressed out over setbacks and when I celebrated suoil-ss.
But, a couple of months ago, Camus became ill. He had an
upper respiratory iniection that made it difficult for him to breath. Eventually, it hurt
him just to move. Every day became a vigil for us —would he be alive when I came
home from classes? Would he make it through another night?
It grew to a poir: that I could no longer stand to watch my friend suffer as he was.
It was selfish of me to want him to live, imagining what pain he must be enduring and
knowing that he would never get better.
I loved him, but I had to let go. He wanted to die and I knew that. It was me who
had yet to accept that his time had come.
Camus needed me to help him; he couldn't put an end to his suffering alone. So, I
did what I had to do. I had Camus put to sleep. Camus was my pet mouse.
A mouse can be as loyal as a dog or cat or a person — maybe even more so
sometimes. His death shook me just as hard as similar losses of pets and people. A
loss is a loss; the emotions are the same.
Yes, there is a difference between a mouse and a man. A man, or a woman, can
choose to live or not and can make that destiny a reality.
We put animals to sleep and we call it humane. They can't tell us that they are
suffering, and yet we insist that somehow we know. We act out of love.
Yet, when people are suffering terrible pain, slow and agonizing deaths, and tell us
they want it to end, we call their wish wrong — suicide.
Dr. Kevorkian is known as the "Doctor of Death" to some and as a savior to
others. This month he recently assisted a twelfth person, a women suffering from
multiple sclerosis, in ending her life. Is this murder or is it euthanasia?
Also this rimth, The Netherlands decided, after years of common practice, to
legalize euthanasia under strict guidelines.
How in our society can we justify putting animals, who have no voice or way to express
their wishes or ideologies, out of misery, and yet we disregard the wishes and opinions of
fellow humans who speak rationally of a conscious decision to end their suffering?
Medicine can prolong life, granted, but I think consideration should be given to
whether the quality of that life would be worth living. Camus could have been put on
liquid antibiotics as a last-ditch effort. But I believe true love and humanity was not to
prolong his suffering, in order to spare myself from the realization of his eventual loss.
Our society furthers its double standard on euthanasia by condoning passive
euthanasia, but condemning active euthanasia.
Living wills, a form of passive euthanasia, allow a person to state ahead of time
that in the event of an incapacitating disease or an accident he or she does not wish
for life to be prolonged in a state of vegetation by artificial means.We call this dying
with dignity.
What then makes so terrible a person making the decision to die by their own hand
with dignity before deteriorating to the point that someone has to "pull the plug" for them?
I see suicide as a legitimate alternative choice. I see euthanasia as a courageous
decision that should he respected.
We come into this world without a choice to be born. We grow into adults and
acquire rights and knowledge. We should then have the control over ending this life
that is ours, at any time for whatever reason.
The Maine Campus
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• GSS
The Student Senate's dishonor
The deed is done and now it is time to
lay the blame. The deed is the General
Student Senate's utter disregard for the
voice of the student.
The blame is harder to assign, but
luckily there is enough to go around.
First in line are the Fair Election Prac-
tices Commission guidelines. Although
well revised under Bill Reed's tenure as
chair of FEPC, they are only guidelines.
Guidelines which are very open to
interpretation. That interpretation, in the
hands of rational thinkers, is good.
Unfortunately the FEPC is not an in-
tegrative body. They enforce the letter,
but not the spirit of the law.
In a meeting on Monday, Feb. 15, the
commission disqualified both Worsted
Allen and Reed/Aldrich for various minor
violations.
No leeway was given for simple mis-
understandings, accounting errors, oreven
innocent mistakes.
Innocent mistakes like when Bill Reed
recycled campaign buttons from his last
run for the presidency. Reed didn't list the
buttons as an expenditure because he didn't
think they counted.
Innocent mistakes like when Collin
Worster neglected to claim a roll of mask-
ing tape and an old bedsheet which were
used in his campaign.
While the FEPC merely enforces the
guidelines, the General Student Senate has
the power to interpret and judge the severity
of violations. Showing a bit of common
sense the senate reinstated both tickets dur-
ing an emergency meeting the same night.
After Worster/Allen won the election,
numerous complaints were filed with the
FEPC. All but one was dismissed.
That one, dealing with Worster/Allen's
use of university video equipment, caused
the FEPC to disqualify the winners and
hand the victory to the runners-up.
Once again the GSS was left with the
duty to act responsibly and ovemile the
FEPC decision. A duty they had found easy
only days earlier. This time, faced with a
Worster/Allen administration, they flinched.
It is excusable for senators to be con-
cerned about candidates following the
FEPC guidelines.
It is excusable for people to disagree on
whether the use ofvideoequipment should be
added to Worster/Allen's expenditure list.
It is even excusable for some senators
to wish Reed/Aldrich had won the elec-
tion outright.
What is not excusable, and is unfor-
giveable, is the ease with which the senate
applied a double standard to Worster/Allen.
Collin Worster's worst sin was not
knowing the FEPC would consider a cam-
paign video to be worth $60.
An innocent mistake. One of the many
made by both tickets. Only this time, with
the presidency on the line, and the status
quo threatened, the titles changed.
The guidelines are meant as a reference
for the candidates and the FEPC to use in an
attempt to keep the election fair to both sides.
But not to the GSS. The senate uses
them as a weapon to punish candidates who
have done nothing unethical or illegal but
have somehow fallen out of favor.
That will be the senate's downfall.
Instead of focusing on the important
issues at last Tuesday's meeting, senators
were more interested in petty bickering
and mudslinging.
The fact is Worster/Allen won ihe
election.
The fact is 715 students signed a peti-
tion supporting Worster/Allen and calling
for their reinstatement.
The fact is nearly 1(X) students, showed
up to support Worster/Allen at Tuesday
night's three-and-a .-hal f hour meeting, and
few left before the end.
The fact is. the General Student Sen-
ate just didn't care.
And with that disregard fm justice and
fairness lies the blame. (l)MK)
The Maine Campus, Friday, February 19, 1993
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Senators mistreat and misrepresent constituents
To the Editor:
I write to you again as your Off-Campus
Senator Pam Powell. I want to thank those of
you who attended the special Senate meeting
on Tuesday, Feb. 16. You were a fine repre-
sentation of the student body. I apologize for
the discourteous treatment you received. Also,
I apologize for not being able to represent
my constituents fairly.
As many of you know, Monday and Tues-
day of this week, two students set up a table
in the Memorial Union with a petition to
show the student body support for Worsted
Allen. Their petition read:
Our voting rights are being violated! The
student body popular vote was for Worster/
Allen and we want that to stand. Seven hun-
dred and fourteen students signed that peti-
tion! Wow! If my math is correct that is near
or over 6 percent of the student population.
The two students who instigated this petition
have had no previous experience with gov-
ernmental procedures. When I passed the
table I was asked to help these students bring
this petition before the GSS. I was glad to
oblige. Immediately, I went up to the Student
Government office and requested the appro-
priate forms. I was approached by Brent Lit-
tlefield and told, quite adamantly, that the
petition was written improperly and would
never be accepted as a resolution or initiative
if presented to the GSS. I told him that I was
more concerned with the students and planned
to do whatever I could to help. Littlefield
maintained that rules are rules and the peti-
tion was nothing more than an opinion poll.
I personally wrote up a resolution (my
first I might add). I was fully aware the
majority of the Senate would try and disqual-
• GSS
Continue involvement
To the Editor:
I head a student movement, along with
Wendy Saulnier, called "The Right to Choose
our President/Vice President.- We put forth
a petition to stop the action taken by the GSS
on Feb. 11-12. Unfortunately, I did not do
enough homework to find out exactly how
the petition should have been worded. Sorry.
I screwed up and the GSS jumped on that
and dismissed it due to that error. They choose
to ignore your 715 signatures. Once again,
the GSS has ignored the constituency and
proved that they are not a representative body.
You cannot let this extinguish the flame that
is burning in your gut. You put down 715 signa-
tures in 2 days. Think about it. The established
politicians of the GSS counted on your apathy.
Give yourself a huge, huge hand because you
weren't apathetic. You did it! You made a differ-
ence! We need you to do it again (I'm really
sorry that I need to make this request) only
bigger. There will soon be a new petition. Watch
for it. sign it, and keep showing up for the GSS
meetings. Support your own rights. The new
petition will be to impeach the entire GSS. I
personally have mixed feelings about this. I have
met some senators that really do follow their
constituency and, regretibly, they will have to
run again. I don't have any trouble with the little
bit I have heard about Reed/Akhich's politics.
This is not an form of a personal attack on
anyone individual. But, these are drastic times
and we need drastic measures to wake up the
GSS. This petition will be written correctly and
will be binding, if you all sign, 90 don't dismiss
it. I don't care if Charlie Brown and Snoopy
were the ticket in question, this is wiong!! The
GSS is squelching your voices once again! So
now it is time to "%Team.' so long and loud that
we can't be ignored.
The senate claims to be an elected body.
Well. fismier V.P. Dostie (boy, that feels good to
write) made the senate and appointed position.
also there is a minimum of 35 senators aeccading
to the constitution (art. 3 sec. 3 subsec. a) but the
current seats number 33. Why?! Why is it that I
follow the prcicedure to be placed on the senate
over a month ago and have not yet been placed.
only told I am first on the waiting is
While I'm on the constitution, I have an-
other violation that needs to be publicized. In
the emergency meeting held Feb. 11-12, Brent
Littlefield presided over the meeting. This is
a direct violation of art. 3 sec. 4 which basi-
cally states that the V.P. serves as president
of the senate, not the president!
My soapbox now will move to ethics. The
Reed/Aldrich ticket used WMEB to broadcast
campaign ads, a fire student service (just like
the video production facilities) but wily isn't
the FEPC looking at this? Your activities fees
pay for both of these services! Why wasn't
Reed/Aldrich's knowledge of this service giv-
en a monetary value? Next, how ethical is it for
the former (hehlieh!) vice president to sit on
the FEPC.?? Doesn't that create a conflict of
interest??! Third, how ethical is it_ for Brent
Littlefield to tell Channel 7 that Collin Waster
was out of town and not available when they
wanted to talk to him on Monday Feb. 15. If it
looks like a duck, walks like a duck, and quacks
like a duck. well I believe it's a duck.
Now for some suggestions to the GSS for
some changes that would (probably) benefit
the student body. I) The creation of a phone
bank of each senator, so that they can find out
the time general census. 2) The publication of
the issues before the senate on the agenda of
each and every meeting. 3) Representatives for
the Bangor campus to include them as pan of
the process they assist in paying for, and 4)
There needs to he a change in the meeting day/
time of the weekly meeting, and also a better
announcing of the when and where of the elec-
tions of the future elections. I bring this all up
now because I was not allowed any floor time
prior to the inauguration to say my piece.
Once again, I must applaud you for your
efforts in signing the last petition. Your efforts
did matter! Continue with your signing and
showing up for the GSS meetings, this is ven.
important. l)on't lose your-enthusiasm for the
pnvess. We (you) have finally mobilized, don't
stop the momentum. The GSS will become
the representative body that they are meant to
be --- with your help. Think empowerment!!
Geoff Belote
Orono
ify it. The resolution included an act to re-
verse the Senate decision to disqualify the
Worster/Allen ticket. It also included the pe-
tition of 715+ signatures as evidence. As
suspected, the majority of senators chose to
find fault with the language, and it was thrown
out. Once again your voice has been ignored.
I was sickened as I watched fellow senators
snicker at the removal of the resolution.
If anyone cares to see the resolution pre-
sented to the GSS on Tuesday you may view
it on the bulletin board outside the Student
Government office in the Student Union.
And while you're there, request a copy of the
minutes and a copy of the role call votes
from that meeting. Read and see first hand if
your senator is voting as you asked her/him
to. If you didn't get a chance to give your
senator your input on your position, make
sure you do next time. You can leave rues-
sages for senators in the Student Govern
ment Office. Oh yes, leave one for me too, I
will be glad to be your eyes and ears if you
can't attend GSS meetings. GSS meetings
are held every Tuesday at 6 p.m. in 153
Barrows.
Just a little point of information, during
my conversation with Littlefield, he asked
me, "Pam, if you are so concerned with Stu-
dent Government, where were you last year'?
Why didn't you run for President of Student
Government?" Well, Mr. Littlefield, I don't
have to explain to you where I've been, but I
am delighted to remind you and the rest of
your clan that I am here now! I plan to
represent my constituents and bring their
agenda to the GSS floor, not mine.
Pam Powell
Off-campus senator
• Student Government
Open up closed doors
To the Editor:
By far the most disturbing thing about
Tuesday night's senate meeting was the
attempt to go into executive session and
resolve the election behind closed doors.
Mr. Littlefield's statement that Student Gov-
ernment was in fact merely a corporation
and so not bound by such niceties as the
open meeting law may have legal merit,
but it flies in the face of the spirit and
rhetoric of the body which likes to call
itself Student "Government." To assert, as
Mr. Littlefield did, that the selection of a
president and vice president is merely a
personnel matter for the corporation, and
not of vital interest to this community con-
tradicts everything that the Student Senate
claims to stand for. Even if we assume that
the intentions of all the senators were whol-
ly honorable, recent events have been more
than a little suspicious, and to even attempt
to resolve such a public and contentious
issue behind closed doors is to give any
decision the taint of fraud.
I strongly urge the Student Senate to
amend its constitution to ensure compli-
ance with Maine's law mandating open
meetings for governmental organizations
Michael Bush
Student
• FEPC
Practices far from 'fair'
To the Editor:
If ever there were a misnomer at UMaine,
Orono, it would have to be the Fair Elec-
tion Practices Commission. Under Chair-
person Jenn Marshall, the commission has
been anything but fair.
In the waning hours of the recent cam-
paign for president and vice president of
Student Government, the FEPC heard for-
mal complaints regarding the two leading
tickets for these offices. In each case, the
issues brought forward indicated clear dis-
regard for the regulations. The tickets of
Reed/Aldrich and Worster/Allen were both
guilty of violations. Some were a matter of
degree, others were offenses by omission,
while still others grew out of professed
ignorance.
By now, most, if not all, participants in
this shameful display are over the age of
18. That makes them chronological adults
in the State of Maine. As such, violations
of laws and regulations are not swept aside
by- reasons of degree, ignorance or omis-
sion Regardless of the reason, violations
are considered to be by commission when
applied to adults. For this reason alone,
both tickets should have been disqualified
Whether this would mandate the inaugura-
tion of the ticket of Dhalalama/Reza or
force another election should have been
determined by the guidelines in existence
Unfortunately, none of these scenario,
fit the premeditated plan. While I have no
reason to believe that Reed/Aldrich were
party to an attempt to pre-manage the out
come of the election, appearance forbid,
holding that same confidence for the FEPC
and the GSS. For whatever motive, the rul-
ing elite of the FEPC and GSS were deter-
mined to elect Reed/Aldrich. The clear los-
ers were members of the UMaine student
community In his colorful expletive, Karl
Bean hit the nail on its political head —
Student Government is nothing but a "clus-
ter 2' Perhaps, if we ignore the whole
lot of them, they'll bore themselves into
oblivion. They certainly do not deserve re-
spect from the rest of us.
Jon Sias
The Mail
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ResponsePage
Accept their
decision as is
To the Editor:
As students on the UM;11 tic campus, we
have sat back and watched the events of the
past week unfold. We hem] the election
iesults and accepted them. Then, the true
facts of the election began to wine out
Fact #1: The Worster/Allen campaign
produced a five minute promotional vid
en, using a professional announcer and
professional graphics. In their carrinaign
budget, they assessed a value for this video
of less than three dollars. To be perfectly
honest, this is absolutely absurd. The cur-
rent going rate for a professional announc-
er in the Bangor market, that is to hire
someone to do the voice for a promotional
video such as the one Worster/Allen made,
would cost in the neighborhood of $150.
We do not pick this number out of a hat;
rather, we asked a framer professional what
the going rate is. Collin Worster was able
to produce his video because of the fact
that he knew the professor and had taken
the course. The Reed/Aldrich ticket did
not have this advantage.
Fact #2: A series of campaign flyers
were distributed on campus that were
never accounted for in the Worster/Allen
campaign budget; at this writing, no one
from the Worster/Allen campaign has
come forward to make it clear exactly
where they come from.
Fact #3: During one of the FEPC hear-
ings, Collin Worster stated in front of wit-
nesses that he and Annie Allen decided to
run the night before petitions for Student
Government President/Vice President were
available. Within the spar of a few hours.
receipts were produced showing that the
Worster/Allen campaign had purchased
campaign stickers as early as December.
Based on this very convincing evi-
dence, the General Student Senate did
the job it was put in place to do. The
Worster/Allen ticket was disqualified
because they broke the rules.
Now it seems that because things
haven't gone his wa.s Collin Worster is
crying foul and has decided to sue Stu-
dent Government. Well Collin, if we had
any respect of you before, its' definitely
gone now. Rather than working inside
the system, you're taking it to court. how
immature. By the way Collin, you could
take a few lessons in class and style from
your limner opponent Bill Reed. His con-
duct has been exemplary in choosing to
abstain from any vote in which he had
even a remote interest; and in which you,
we've noticed have not done.
Our advice to you Collin is to accept
the decisions that were made and to go on
with life like this never happened, instead
of making a total shambles of the system
designed to do what it exactly did; that is,
until you decided y04.1 didn't like it.
Kevin). Brodeur
Junior Secondary Education Major
Shawn Berm
Senior Computer Science Major
• Student Government
The best cal ididatcs were inaugurated
to the Editor:
The Student Government election is not
run so differently from a U.S. presidential
election in that the popular vote docs not
always ascend to the White House, due to
the whim — no quasi-justifiable expenses
are even offered — of the electoral college.
Leaders of any organization, especially
a governing body — should strictly adhere
to the tenets of aggregate representation,
fairness, and propriety. Resourcefulness is
an important attribute, but so is consider-
ation and accounting.
Worster/Allen, proved that you can cir-
cumvent the requirement of aggregate rep-
resentation by directing their campaign to-
ward the popular organizations on campus,
thereby bringing a "popular" vote, and con-
veniently ignored the less-than-popular
clubs - even when an invitation to cam-
paign was issued.
How can Worster he so presumptuous as to
file a lawsuit "on behalf of the student body." I
surely don't want an immature, sore loser lead-
ing any organization that I'm included in.
Even though it is not the preferred pro-
cess of getting into office, the best candi-
dates have acceded. Congratulations, Bill
Reed and Rich Aldrich!
A serious question to the editorial board
- those people for whom DMK speaks. What
is the meaning of "Outsiders," win the Stu-
dent Government election?"
Is an "outsider" someone who has sur-
passed the ripe age of twenty-one. siimeone
• Greeks
Sisters not the only cats
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the letter in the
Feb. 8 edition of The Maine Campus regard-
ing to the cattiness of sororities. My main
objective in writing this letter is not to argue
with Ms. Winslow and defend the women
who mistreated her, but simply to point out
that belonging to a sorority is not what makes
women catty.
This is a patriarchal society in which men
hold most of the power. Therefore, women
feel they must compete with each other in
order to achieve success. I belong to a Greek
organization. and I am a woman. I cannot
even count the number of times I have not
been with my sorority sisters; I have gone to
a non-Greek party, and received the same
treatment Ms. Winslow received at the so-
rority party. I have had other women give me
ditty looks, make nasty comments to me and
whisper about me to their friends. The rea-
son I became a Greek was to try to achieve a
better relationship with other women.. and as
a result, I have many female friends who do
not belong to my sorority, in addition to my
sorority sisters. Before, I had a very difficult
time making women friends. It was much
easier for me to become friends with men
My objection to Ms. Winslow's letter is
that she is stereotyping sorority women
and picking an easy target in which to
place blame for competition among wom-
en. Greeks on this campus have a negative
image already without people making gen-
eralizations about us that are, in reality,
true for any group of friends. We need to
end competition and cattiness among wom-
en by working together, not attacking each
other.
I appreciate the fact that Ms. Winslow has
pointed out a problem. However, by stereo-
typing sorority women and picking us out as
the entire problem, she is being very narrow-
minded and just as catty.
Cathleen Fuller
Pi Beta Phi
• GSS
Facism prevailed in the
'ienera1' student election
To the Editor:
I am outraged about the actions of the
so-called "General Student" Senate involv-
ing the Student Government elections of
last week. I ask, what is really going on
here?
We have a few individuals in power
determining the outcome of a supposedly
democratic election. There is a word for
that: Fascism.
If fairness is really the issue, then it
could just as easily he said that Reed/Al-
drich had an unfair advantage by being
endorsed by and having their article printed
first by The Maine Campus, which is sup-
posed to give equal time. Turnabout is fair
If the GSS is truly concerned about fair-
ness, why isn't a re-election being held, at
least between the two remaining tickets, if
not all three?
Professor Steve Craig's testimony indi-
cates that there was nothing unfair about
Collin Worster's use of video equipment
and that any candidate could have had such
a video made for free. Worster legitimately
used university equipment for a university
function.
Indeed. the majority of the (G)SS is not
realI considenng fairness, hut rather their
ott n agenda. Their message is clear: Choose
who you want for office, but only if it's who
we want.
I won't let it happen.
RO" Teredlen
Student
who has had a life-experience or two be-
tween high school and college? Or is an
"outsider" someone who lives off campus?
Absolutely no one associated with Maine
is an "outsider." We all have a stake in
everything that happens here.
And on another obviously very important
issue...Maine ( 'ampas, you ignorant slut! I'm
glad somebody finally opened a dictionary.
But further research will show that since this
is an educational institution, ignorance is a
pail of the system. And "disorderly" is anoth-
er, less popular, meaning of "slut" as per the
Merriam-Webster Unabridged Dictionary.
Any Questions?
Ed Bamiod
Student
Letters to the Editor:
should be no
longer than
250 words and
may be sent to:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A 5743 Lord Hall
Orono, ME. 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit all
submissions for taste,
length and libel.
• GSS
Prove this is
a democracy
To the Editor:
Speaking of unethical political
practices.. what is this crap about disquali-
fying Worster and Allen on the trumped up
charges that their ability to use the Journal-
ism and Mass Communication department's
video equipment was unfair to the other
candidates? If the other candidates had tak-
en the time, they would have found out that
they could simply have asked a member of
the video club to make a video for them -
for free!
As if this weren't enough —we then
find out that the General Student Senate
isn't going to have another election be-
cause either own votes are apparently good
enough, and to hell with the students' choic-
es. The GSS has over-ridden the student
vote -- let's do something about this peo-
ple! (Democracy. maybe?) Let's put an end
to this nonsense now! GSS # -581-1775.
Cindy lair
Bangor
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By Carl Paul
For Friday, February 19
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIR'TIIDAY: A
penetrating, rational mind gives you insight
into the motivations of others, yet you may
find issues of a more personal nature confus-
ing. Knowing your own mind doesn't just
happen, it's a lifelong process of self-exami-
nation and discovery. Important relations are
made this month in moments of quiet reflec-
tion.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Inadvert-
ently revealing inside information forfeits the
advantage over your competitors that you
worked so hard to achieve. Stay tight-lipped
or your words could come back to haunt you!
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Money
may not be a great importance in and of itself,
but it is most certainly is a means to acquire
the things that you do value! Accept a calcu-
lated risk in order to make a bundle.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Although
others may try to exert undue influence over
your decision, trust your own judgement when
it comes to setting priorities. Only you know
which tasks are a must and which can be put
off for now.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You have
a remarkable ability to focus on a single issue
and concentrate the full force of your attention
on it until the matter is resolved. You can
accomplish a great deal as long as you avoid
dwelling on the darker side of things.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): An opportunis-
tic associate may use deceit and misinforma-
tion to get you to take over some of their work
load. Take a moment to check the facts before
blindly jumping to their aid.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Your intu-
ition is especially keen now, so trust your
instincts and act decisively! The confidence
that you exude is enough to get others rallying
to your cause! You can conquer an annoying
old habit as well.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- (kt. 22): A confusing
influence makes it difficult to express yourself
properly, and even when you do others are
likely to misinterpret your message. Wait un-
til the fog clears before attempting to complex
communication.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) Even
though a friend comes to you for advice, they
are ill-prepared to hear the naked truth. The
best thing for you to do is lend a sympathetic
ear. Avoid critical comments at all costs!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Differences between people are rarely one-
sided, so try to put yourself in the other
person's shoes before passing harsh judge-
ment. Their perspective could shed a new
light on matters.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19) A peri-
od of poor communication at work continues
well into the evening, adversely effecting so-
cial encounters. The words of others may not
match their deeds, as they are trying to con-
fuse you to cover their trail.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): A rest-
less urge lures you out of the house this
evening, but just where is undetermined. What
you really need is a night away from the
ordinary. Spread your wings and experiment
a little!
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): Your con-
centration wanes as the day progresses, and
the urge to start the weekend early creeps up
on you. Keep your nose to the grindstone and
your efforts will not go unnoticed by those in
power.
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By Carl Paul
For Saturday, February 20
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
talented mimic with a lightning quick wit,
your words sometimes have a razors' edge.
You are a natural for a career in the military,
or any area that involves the art of verbal
fencing, diplomacy, and courage. While you
are adept with words, you put your faith in
deeds and concrete reality.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A wed-
ding or other big social event gives you the
opportunity to make your latest fashion state-
ment in your own inimitable style! Inspira-
tion fol a new venture may come to you in a
dream.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): A pecu-
liar influence engenders an unusual way of
thinking while enhancing your intuition. The
resulting perspective bodes well for endeav-
ors in which novel ideas and vision are re-
quired.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): An unor-
thodox approach to a nagging problem en-
ables you to fill in gaps where conventional
wisdom has failed ! Expand your horizon,
through creative endeavors.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Seize the
opportunity to reestablish old ties when a
social event brings you face-to-face with long
lost friends. Treat yourself to a new outfit or
bauble to commemorate the occasion.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): During a cycle
which promotes free thought and inventive-
ness, you come up with a technological break-
through that enables you or your coworkers
to work smarter, faster, and safer!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): A major
purchase may be in the offing, just be sure to
consider the future implications carefully be-
fore proceeding. You may come up with a
creative plan that enables you to finance a
special project.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Use your
keen diplomatic skills to build bridges be-
tween rival factions. On the home-front, var-
ied influences combine to lend a sense of
stability to loving relationships. Family mem-
bers are very supportive.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) An op-
portunistic aspect provides the proper forum
for you to express your unorthodox ideas.
With your irherent creativity and willing-
ness to try new things, you can solve a
problem that has others baffled!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
You get a lot of satisfaction from the smiles
on the faces of children this afternoon. Let
the child in you shine through. Once you've
perked others up, shake things up for your-
self this evening!
CAPRICORN (I)ec. 22 - Jan. 19) The
lengthy search for a new home may come to
a pleasant conclusion during this aspect, so
don't give up hope! A social events provides
the perfect backdrop for warring factions to
bury the hatchet.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): With
the funds for a major purchase currently avail-
able, you might elect to go ahead rather than
waiting as you had originally planned. Your
efforts to heal old wounds meet with stun-
ning success.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): Valuable
contacts that you have cultivated over time
may be the source of good fortune during
this aspect by providing a unique opportuni-
ty. Your success could spill over into the
financial arena as well.
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75C each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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portsNews • UMaine-BU hockey rivalry heats up Alfond• Men's basketball swings through NAC schedule
'Profile of Excellence: Rachel Bouchard
The Campus
Sports Ticker
UMaine intramural
office sponsors cross
country ski race
The UMaine intramural office is hold-
ing a cross country ski race on Sunday,
Feb. 21. The 14 km race begins at I p.m.,
while the 4 km race begins at 1:10 p.m.
The entry fee is is $4 before Feb. 19
or $7 after. The top two finishers in each
category wil receive prizes.
Registration is is in Room 140 Me-
morial Gym, and all contestants must be
registered and have a number at least 15
minutes prior to the race.
For more information, call 581-1081.
UMaine women's
ice hockey ties RPI
The UMaine women's ice hockey
team tied RN, 5-5. Monday at Sockalex-
is Arena in Old Town.
Kristin Steele had a hat trick for
UMaine, while Stacey Rondeau and
Amanda Moors added a goal apiece.
The Balck Bears are now 11-6 on the
season. They travel to face the University of
Fredricton-New Brunswick this weekend.
Bo takes another step
towards return
SARASOTA, Fla. ( AP) — Bo Jack son
took a few more steps in his bid to return to
baseball with an artificial hip, working out
at the Chicago White Sox camp a day
before spring training officially starts.
Jackson. who underwent hip replace-
ment surgery last April, ran the bases,
took batting practice and fielded ground-
ers at first base during a 40-minute ses-
sion at Ed Smith Stadium.
Eagles' owner sues casino
CAMDEN, NJ. (AP) — Former Phila-
delphia Eagles owner Leonard H. lose told
a jury an Atlantic City casino plied him with
free drinks and encouraging him to gamble
away million.s at the blackjack table.
Tose, 77, is seeking to recoup $4 mil-
lion from the Sands Hotel Casino, con-
tending he was allowed to gamble while in
a drunken stupor. Tose amassed the losses
on seven occasions between June 1985
and March 1986. The casino contends
Tose was a poor blackjack player, who
often played seven hands simultaneously.
Georgetown returns
to Division (football
WASHINGTON (AP) — George-
town will return to Division I football
after a 42-year hiatus when it joins the
newly formed Division I-AA Metro At-
lantic Athletic Conference. Athletic di-
rector Francis X. Rienzo said the reclas-
sification from Division III to Division I
was a result of legislation passed at the
NCAA Convention in 1991.
• UMaine hockey
It's showdown time at Mond
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
They ran talk all they
want, but it will be settled
on the ice. "- University
of Maine Coach Shawn
Walsh, on a Boston news-
paper's assertion that the
Black Bears will suffer their first loss of the
season this weekend to Boston University.
In a season in which the top-ranked, 30-
0-2 University of Maine hockey team has
dominated college hockey, there have been
very few challengers to their unbeaten
record.
The closest calls were ties to Clarkson
and Providence, and a couple close battles
with a few other fo :s also gave UMaine
fans a scare. But all in all, it's been a pretty
smooth ride for Walsh's crew so far.
University of Maine first-year sensation Paul Kariya, the nation's leading scorer
and the subject of a feature in Sports Illustrated, leads The Black Bears versus
#5 BU this weekend. (Kiesow photo.)
However, a lot of college hockey fol-
lowers seem to think this is the weekend
when UMaine's quest to become the first
team since the Colgate squad of 1969-70 to
go unbeaten over a full season comes to an
end.
Fifth-ranked Boston University (21-6-
2), undoubtedly the Black Bears' most bit-
ter rival, comes to Alfond Arena Friday and
Saturday nights with the thought of putting
that first mark in the UMaine loss column
dancing in their heads.
"I know they're going to be fired up,
and they'd like nothing more than to give
us our first loss," Walsh said. "But we'll be
ready. It's going to be a great series."
The Black Bears and the Terriers have
met twice previously this season, with
UMaine pulling out hard-fought 4-3 and 6-
3 victories.
The second game was marred by sever-
al altercations (UMaine's Peter Ferraro set
a school-record with six penalties) and even
Walsh nearly got into fisticuffs with a mem-
ber of a BU player's family. It's obvious
that these two teams don't like each other
in the least.
"But it's a healthy rivalry," Walsh said.
"Were two of he best, if not the hest, pro-
grams in the country, so its natural that we
are very competitive with each other."
In fact, Walsh is downplaying the
matchup, explaining that he is simply try-
ing to figure out exactly how good his team
is this far into the schedule.
"It's going to be a learning weekend,"
Walsh said. "We'll get a handle on where
we stand at this point in our season, and I'm
relishing the mental test that BU will pro-
vide us."
Walsh said he is curious to see how his
forwards compare with BU's talented group
of offensive players.
"That's going to be the big key," Walsh
said. "Both teams have great talent up front,
so I'm interested to see where we stand
See BU AT ALFOND on page 19
• UMaine men's basketball
UMaine takes on Vermont, Benton in battle
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
NT!STE
The University of
Maine men's basketball
team plays its second
straight North Atlantic Con-
ference contest Saturday
when they visit the Univer-
sity of Vermont.
The UMaine men took on All-America
candidate Vin Baker and the University of
Hartford Saturday night in Connecticut in the
first of the two straight NAC games.
The Black Bears headed into that game
with a 10-10 record. No results were available
at press time.
However, the results for Vermont thus far
this season haven't been very good. The Cat-
amounts are 6-13 on the season, including a
dismal 2-7 mark in NAC play. One of their
losses came at the hands of the Black Bears in
the form of a 67-63 defeat Jan. 21 in Orono.
One of the bright spots for the Catamounts
this season has been the play of first-year
point guard Eddie Benton.
Benton, a 5'11" waterbug in the mold of
New Jersey Nets star Kenny Anderson, is aver-
aging slightly over 23 ppg, including a career-
high outburst of 37 against Drexel last week.
He is the current NAC Co-Rookie of the
Week, an honor he has won or shared five times
already this season. He needs only 137 points
to set Vermont's single-season scoring record.
In the last meeting with UMaine, Benton
scored 21 points, but was held to 8-of-21
shooting by the Black Bear backcourt tandem
of Deonte Hursey and Casey Arena.
The Catamounts have several players
among the leaders in the NAC statistical
rankings. Six-foot-11 center Dave Ostrosky
is fourth in rebounding (9.8 per game), while
Craig Gaffin ranks eighth (8.4).
Ostosky is also fourth in blocks at 1.8 per
contest, and Benton and Scott Reed are 1-2 in
the league in three-point goals per game at 3.2
and 2.4, respectively. Benton, meanwhile.
trails only Hartford's Baker in the scoring
race, averaging 25.8 in league play
Among the standouts for Coach Rudy
Keeling's Black Bears this season are first-
year guard Casey Arena (12.6 ppg, 7th in
overall scoring) and center Francois Bou-
chard (first in field goal percentage, 53.2).
Hursey, junior guard Kevin Terrell and
junior Ed Jones have also excelled as of late.
Black Bear Notes: Following their bat-
tle with Vermont, the Black Bears head
back to Connecticut to do battle with a
nationally-ranked University of Connecti-
cut squad Monday. UConn has beaten
UMaine in each of the last three seasons,
including a 85-71 victory last year.
•
Following a frustrating first season, a
new coach (Trish Roberts), ready to take
over in her sophomore season and facing
reconstructive ankle surgery, Bouchard had
doubts about her future.
"!actually called up Rutgers and left a
message on an answering machine," Bou-
chard said. "I don't know whose it was or if
they ever got the message, even if it was the
basketball office, but I said if it's meant to
Ever Get Somebody
Totally Wasted!
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• Profile of Excellence
Rachel Bouchard: the epitome of UMaine basketball
By John Black
Sports Writer
When Rachel Bou-
chard has her number 43
retired during halftime of
Saturday's game against Vermont, many
might not know how close the most prolific
scorer in the University of Maine basket-
ball history came to leaving.
riT11
be they'll call me back and I never heard
from them."
Bouchard wound up staying at UMaine
and became the program's all-time leading
scorer. She owns 16 women's basketball
records, including career field goal per-
centage, 54 percent , and most points in a
game, 46, against Virginia Commonwealth
University in January of 1989.
"I'm glad they never called back," Bou-
chard said realizing that a transfer to anoth-
UMaine all-time leading scorer Rachel
Bouchard.
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er school didn't guarantee playing time.
Bouchard graduated from UMaine in
1991 with a bachelor's degree in psychol-
ogy and public relations. A two-time aca-
demic All-American, two-time North Ath-
letic Conference Player of the Year, and
three-time Kodak District I All-American,
her 2,468 career points are the most ever by
a woman in New England college basket-
ball history.
"She was the most dominant player I
ever played with," said former teammate
Julie Bradstreet.
Current Black Bear Heather Briggs
played alongside Bouchard as UMaine cap-
tured the NAC championship in 1990 and
91.
"I can't stress how lucky I was to play
with someone like Rachel," Briggs said.
"In all my basketball career I've never
played with anyone the caliber of basket-
ball player that Rachel was."
After graduating, Bouchard signed a
contract to play professional basketball in
France during the 1991-92 season. Being
an American in a foreign country meant
playing by their rules. Bouchard was told
she was not the typical American because
she was too nice. She returned home after
the season.
Bouchard is back with Biack Bears as a
part-time assistant coach but is looking
See BOUCHARD on page 20
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• MLB
Rejoice! Spring iraining is here
By Ben Walker
AP Baseball Writer
The long wait is over, baseball fans.
After another winter filled with too many
things that only serve to draw the focus off
the field, today is the day that everyone
waits for: Spring training starts!
At HoHolCam Park in Mesa, Ariz.; at
Joker Marchant Stadium in Lakeland and at
Holman Field in Vero Beach, Fla., it's time
for pitchers and catchers to report.
More than half the 28 teams — including
the expansion Colorado Rockies — begin
camp today. By Friday, those clubs will be
on the field for their first workouts.
"I don't think I've ever looked forward
to a spring training more than this year,"
Philadelphia Phillies president Bill Giles
said, echoing the sentiment of many.
So there's no commissioner. So Marge
Schott's suspension hasn't taken effect. So
George Steinbrenner is about to come back.
So contracts have zoomed even more into
the millions of dollars.
So what?
Because starting today, wins and losses
will again be counted in the standings, not
the salary arbitration charts.
Even though it's still a long way to
opening day on April 5, or even the exhibi-
tion openers on March 4, there's plenty to
watch.
The Texas Rangers open camp today,
and that means Nolan Ryan will soon be in
Port Charlotte, Fla. At 46, this will be the last
roundup for the Ryan Express, who will set
his 51st major league record this year by
playing in his 27th season.
Ryan, it seems, is one of the few players
who didn't change teams during the winter.
In case you missed reading the transac-
tions column for a day or two, here are some
of the stars in new places this spring: Barry
Bonds, Greg Maddux, Andre Dawson, Dave
Winfield, Dave Stewart, Paul Molitor, Wade
See SPRING on page 20
• NBA roundup
Starks, Ewing carry Knicks
By Dick Brinster
AP Sports Writer
Patrick Ewing and John Starks played as if
they were Doc Blanchard and Glenn Davis —
Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside.
"It's nice when you have two guys hot at
the same time, especially when it's one inside
and one outside," said Starks, who scored a
career-high 39 points Wednesday night. He
also had 13 assists and five rebounds.
Ewing performed the inside damage, get-
ting a season-high 43 points as he led the New
York Knicks to a 124-116 comeback victory
over the Charlotte Hornets.
The Knicks started the run trailing 95-84.
Starks ended the spurt at 9:47 with a layup.
"We kept our composure and kept fight-
ing," Ewing said. "We had excellent help
defensively on Larry (Johnson) and Alonzo
(Mourning.)"
Led by the pair's torrid shooting, the Knicks
hit 67 percent of their shots in the decisive
fourth quarter, when they outscored the Hor-
nets 34-21
Ewing and Starks were so hot that they
outscored the entire Charlotte team 57-52 in
the second half.
Ewing, who also grabbed 12 rebounds,
scored 31 points in the second half.
Asked about his winning strategy, Knicks
coach Pat Riley put his own twist on the
inside-outside routine.
"Pat left, John right," he said.
Mourning, the Hornets' rookie center who
followed Ewing at Georgetown, led Charlotte
with a career-high 35 points. Johnson added
31 points.
They led the Hornets to an 88-75 lead late
in the third quarter.
Ewing started the Knicks' comeback by
hitting two free throws with less than one
minute left in the quarter, narrowing Char-
lotte's lead to 95-86. He scored six more
points during a decisive 14-0 run.
"We were down 13 and we just started
playing harder," Riley said. "Pat and John
simply went off."
BU comes to Alfond from page 17
compared to them."
Chances are UMaine matches up more
than favorably, considering that the three
top scorers in Hockey East are Black Bear
snipers.
Record-setting rookie Paul Kariya (21-
5 1-72), senior captain Jim Montgomery ( 17-
47-64) and junior Cal Ingraham (34-27-61)
'cad a UMaine attack that has outscored its
opponents by 212-72 margin this season.
For the Terriers, senior captain David
Sacco leads the way with 20-27-47 num-
bers. His stats are more impressive when it
is noted that Sacco has played a good por-
tion of this season on defense in the ab-
sence of injured teammates.
Other Terriers to look out for include
HE Co-Rookie of the Week (with Kariya)
Jay Pandolfo (11-19-30) and junior Doug
Friedman (12-18-30).
Black Bear Notes:
•UMaine junior goalie Mike Dunham
will get the call between the pipes on Fri-
day, with Garth Snow (13-0-1, 2.00 GAA)
handling the duties the following night.
Dunham (17-0-1, 2.38 GAA) has not lost
since the 1991 NCAA Tournament, a span
of 24 decisions..
•Once again, the Black Bears will be
without senior forwards Kent Salfi (groin)
SKI
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and Eric Fenton (knee), both of whom
suffered injuries against UMass-Lowell two
weeks ago. Each sat out last weekend's
sweep of Northeastern. Walsh said that
they will be replaced in the lineup versus
BU with first-year player Brad Purdie and
junior Justin Tomberlin.
•Walsh requests that fans attending ei-
ther game bring a white towel to wave and
add "an extra dimension of rowdiness."
I'll run the risk of editorializing, folks,
but I've got to say that this series is as good
a chance as the Alfond faithful will get to
earn back their recently-questioned reputa-
tion as the best fans in college hockey. Get
out there and make some noise this week-
end. BU' s a great club, and the Black Bears
will need need your support.
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Profile of Excellence: Rachel Bouchard from page 18
towards a future outside of basketball.
"I've always said that when I started
playing basketball that at some point and
time in my life there's going to be a time
when I have to hang up my sneakers and not
play anymore," Bouchard said. "It's time
for me to get on with my life."
Bouchard recently completed a law
exam and has applied to law school. She
hopes to find a position as a graduate assis-
tant in sports management if she elects not
to pursue law.
Bouchard takes with her numerous
memories from her four years at UMaine.
"One of my best memories I have is
going to the NITs (National Invitational
Tournament) at the end of my junior year,
" Bouchard said. "That was probably one
of the best teams I ever played on. Not only
talent-wise but cohesiveness as a group."
Bouchard is grateful not just for her
career, but also the friends that she made.
"I don't think it (number retirement)
would have come about had I not had the
teammates I had," Bouchard said. "It was
more than basketball that we shared. We
shared our four years of school together."
Briggs is one of those friends.
"She's a very down to earth person,"
Briggs said. "She has helped me out a lot
here at UMaine."
Having her number retired means some-
thing special to Bouchard and others.
"11 it had been the team's choice it
would have been done the day she graduat-
ed," Bradstreet said.
Current coach Joanne Palomho is look-
ing forward to the ceremonies.
"Anyone who has seen Rachel play
even once I would think would want to
show their respect for Rachel and show up
for the game," Palombo said.
The former I lal I-Dale High School star,
sclected Gatorade Player of the Year and
Maine high school player of the year in
1987, and Farmingdale. ME native is hap-
py to have played a part in the women's
basketball program.
"It's a great honor to be in the company
of the athletes that have already had their
number retired," Bouchard said. "That
number represents a lot of good memo-
ries."
Bouchard would like to be remembered
as a student athlete that took pride in both
her athletics and academics and was fortu-
nate to represent her home state for four
years.
Briggs summed up what Bouchard has
meant to the women's program in one sen-
tence.
"When people think of Maine basket-
ball they think of Rachel Bouchard," she
said.
Spring training begins
from page 19
Boggs, Doug Drabek, Jimmy Key, Jim Ab-
bott, David Cone and Kevin Mitchell.
The World Series champion Toronto
Blue Jays were one of the busiest teams,
adding Molitor and Stewart and losing Win-
field, Cone. Key, Tom Henke, Kelly Gruber
and Candy Maldonado. The Atlanta Braves.
losers in the last two World Series, added
Maddux and lost Lonnie Smith and Alejan-
dro Pena.
If recent history holds true, a few more
big names might be trading places in the
next month or so, once teams figure out what
they need and what's available. Also, there
are a couple of well-known free agents look-
ing for jobs, with Pedro Guerrero and Jeff
Russell leading the list.
Colorado, holding camp in Tucson, Ariz.,
and the Florida Marlins, who headed north
for spring training in Cocoa, Fla., are full of
familiar names, including Charlie Hough,
Walt Weiss, Andres Galarrap^ and Charlie
Hayes.
"I want to let them know tney're part of
a chosen group,- Rockies manager Don Bay-
lor said. "They ' re not here because of chance.
We want them here. We put a lot of time and
effort into every player we drafted."
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord
• • Hall for your classified ad.
help wanted for sale
-- Monday
1
lost & found 
.„. apartments
-
Park Place Apartments. 2 8R-$500
month + util. 1 BR efficiency-$200/mo.
+ util. For info 947-1678.
5200-$500 WEEKLY-Assemble prod-
ucts at home. Easy! No selling. You're
paid direct. Fully Guaranteed, FREE in-
formation-24 hour hotline. Call 801-
379-2900 Copyright # ME013650
Yamaha 410A acoustic guitar. Great
condition, new strings. $150 B/0. Call
Branden at 866-0302 anytime.
Lost Silver whale pin. If found call Susan
Chapman 581-7461.
Lost: Noontime Tues. Feb 16 in Stewart
Commons, a blue UMaine bookbag con-
taming electronic commun. calculus
books, 4 spiral notebooks, computer
disks, pens, pencils, stapler. If found call
8767.
386SX 3 1/2" HD drive-VGA monitor
80 MG hard drive window, 3.1 DOS-
5.0 HP 500C color printer. Call Dan at
x7341
Old Town, lg. quiet, 2 bdrms, washer
dryer hook up. Pay own utilities. No
pets. $350/mo. + sec. dep. Call 827-
4113_
Wanted: Tutor for high school day, 2
hours/day, 3 days/week, $4/hour. Call
941-2094 . 9-piece Pearl Drumset, CB 700 New
Heads, double braced hardware Need 2
sell. 750.00 or B/0. Call Edster 581
8560_
Country-Living Townhouse Apts. 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, kitchen, dining
area, living room, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, sewer included. Private. Only 9
mi., 15 min. from UM. Bradley. $575-
650/mo sec. dep. 1 yr. lease. Call 866--
7798.
Alaska Summer Employment
-fisher-
les. Earn $600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Male or
female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067.
Lost: At Union or library, blue pair of
sunglasses and wire rim reading glasses
both in brown cases. Call John Sias 989-
5149.1980 Ford Fiesta, $300. Newly in
spected Call 866: 5976. Lost: 1 key, double-sided to Volkswagon
between Neville and Cumberland Halls.
Call 581-3813
Tired of walking, bussing or bumming
rides? '79 Olds Cutlass, sunroof, exc.
stereo, PS/PB, $400.825-3122.
Interested in working on MDI with
kids this summer? Call Harbor House at
244-3713. Experience needed.
Stillwater-83 Spring St. 5 BR 2 bath
townhouse $800/mo. Heated. Apply
now! P.I. Reality Management 942 -
4815
travel
Lost: Brown leather wallet in Hilltop
area. Call Eric at 581-7799.CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED:89 Mercedes-$200,86 VW-$50; 87 Mercedes-$100;
65 Mustang-$50. Choose from thou-
sands starting $50. FREE Information-
24 hour hotline. Call 801-379-2929
Copyright # ME013610.
wanted
Counselors/Support Staff-Boys camp
in Mass. Top salary, Rm/Bd/Laundry.
Have skill in one of the following activi-
ties, Archery, baseball, basketball,
drama, drums, fencing, football, golf,
guitar, hockey, lacrosse, photography,
piano, rocketry, rollerblading, ropes,
sailing, tennis, track, waterski, weights,
wood Support staff jobs include: Cooks,
bus drivers, nurses and secretaries. Call
or write. Camp Winadu, 5 Glen Lane,
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 (914)-381-
5983. Recruiter will be on campus Feb.
23 from 10-3 downstairs in the Stu-
dent Union. Stop by for informal inter-
miscellaneous
Lost: A keychain of a pewter cat sitting
on a chair. Lost between Cumberland
Hall and Hilltop Market on Saturday
February 5. If found please call 581 --
8071.
Spring Break: Cancun, Nassau from
.$299 Organize a small group for FREE
trip. Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-1.
Lost: Gold rope bracelet, lost Wed. Feb.
10 in Little Hall. If found, call 866-
3015.
7700 or 7800 series calculator. k k . ,
tact Peter 866-7487 or E- Mail 1030187.
Found:Single double-sided car key from
a Ford car. In .lenness parking lot, Sun 2/
7. Call x8122.
Heading for EUROPE this summer?
Only $169!! Jet there anytime for $169
with AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go!
& NY Times.) CARIBBEAN-$189 r/t air
to somewhere sunny. CALIFORNIA-
$129 one-way, either way. AIRHITCH®
212-864-2000
Wanted: Input from student body_ Call
off --campus senator Karl Bean 866,- 3180
or attend GSS meetings Tues. 6.00pm,
153 Barrows.
Found: Pink framed glasses found n
N. Stevens bathroom. Stop by the
Maine Campus or call x1273 for more
info.Wanted: Input from off-campus stu
dents. Call Senator John Schnauck at
866 727r,
roommates
Found: Blue mittens in Library Wed.
night. Call x7612.
Spring Break '93- Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica from only $399! Daytona from
$149! Organize a small group and travel
FREE! Call Now! New England's Larg-
est Spring Break Company! Take a
Break Vacal ions 800-328 SAVE
personals
Found: In the Union-A green backpack
w/ swim trunks + towel, a black back-
pack belonging to Marty Higgins, a GRE
score sheet belonging to Peter
Markiewicz, a gold bracelet, and a zillion
assorted gloves and earrings. Stop by
Info desk in the Union to claim.
Anxious? Unintended Pregnancy?
Well Help. Free pregnancy test_ 24 hour
hotline 942-1611.
M/F roommate wanted: ._ ibera I
'clinker, nonsmoker preferred Own
room, close to campus, $100/mo -.
util. 866-0374
Goeousmaleandfemaleexoticdanc-
ers fcr birthdays, special occasions +
Parties Call Exotica 947-4406. ,Niecey (a.k.a. Lamprey)-Joyeux bon
homme! Mau Mau Mau Mau-Keo
Housemate wanted: Own room, quiet
and clean female, $175 includes every-
thing 5 minute walk to campus. Call
866-3011.
To place your FREE lost and found ad,
stop by the Maine Campus in the base
ment of Lord Hall or call 581-1273
through Friday
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote
starters sold and installed Sony, Pio
neer, Pyle Soundshapers 942-7688.
S.
B-Thanks for the late V-Day card and
the stupid poem inside-B
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